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GLOBAL CIVIL DIPLOMACY SUMMITS
- INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
- SECTORIAL DIPLOMACY CHANNELS
- THEMATIC AREAS

CONTINENTS
- AFRICA
- ASIA
- EUROPE
- LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEANS | LAC
- NORTH AMERICA

REGIONS
- BALKANS
- MIDDLE EAST
- BLACK SEA - CAUCASUS
- MEDITERRANEAN

IDENTITY FIELDS

TURKIC WORLD
- WORLD TURKIC FORUM

ISLAMIC WORLD
- WORLD ISLAMIC FORUM
- WISE | WORLD MUSLIM WOMEN SUMMIT AND EXHIBITION
- POWER | WORLD MUSLIM YOUTH SUMMIT AND EXHIBITION
- TURKEY

TASAM PUBLICATIONS

BOOKS
- REFEREED JOURNAL (STRATEGIC FORESIGHT)
- STRATEGIC REPORTS AND DOCUMENTS

AWARDS
- TASAM “STRATEGIC VISION” AWARDS
- TURKIC WORLD “RED APPLE” AWARDS
- ISLAMIC WORLD “ISTANBUL” AWARDS

ACTIVITY PLAN 2020
PROFILE OF TASAM

TASAM - Turkish Asian Center for Strategic Studies, which has been operating in the institutional body of a NGO as a “think tank” for eighteen years, has become an international “Turkish Brand”. Hundreds of doyen and respectable experts and academicians contribute to TASAM’s activities in its main management and scientific or wise persons boards of its institutes, programs and projects. Each taken initiative is managed with a strong institutionalization will and is supported by numerous instruments.

On the foreign policy field, TASAM acts under 11 different titles. These fields are continently Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America and Caribbean and North America. The regional ones are Balkans, Middle East, Mediterranean and Black Sea - Caucasus which are - in every parameter- the security zone of these four continents in terms of Turkey. Also Turkic World and Islamic World are called as identical fields.

The Strategic Vision Awards to be given for the 13th time by TASAM, the Turkic World Red Apple Awards to be given for the 4th time and the Islamic World Istanbul Awards to be given for the 4th time are becoming institutionalized as getting stronger year by year. According to their categories, reputability of the awards given to countless heads of state, strategic institutions and individuals is appreciated at all levels.

The studies, with three main titles as Macro Process, Strategic Locomotive Sectors and Development of Values, of the “Turkey’s Strategic Vision 2023 (TSV2023)” Project, which began 12 years ago under the auspices of the Presidency of the Turkish Republic and initiative of TASAM, were revised with the main theme of Turkey 2053 “Power and Justice”.

The "Sectoral Institutes", many of which were firstly established in Turkey, form a new business model for the innovation of macro policies and sectors.

To encourage all institutions/firms, which promise the potential, to take stronger and fertile initiatives in their fields, TASAM started CIVIL GLOBAL | Global Civil Diplomacy Building Program, whose main theme was described as “Discovering the Potential” and it serves to mobilize the civil capacity with its all channels globally and to form networks with 19 sectorial descriptions.
The institutes, networks and platforms developed and institutionalized on various scales multilaterally, run their activities - according to the relevant management system - under the roof of TASAM WORLD Academy and Innovation Group.

As a “first generation” corporation, TASAM BGC Business and Government Consultancy (based on the infrastructure of a think-tank with global interest) provides specific services as strategic consultancy, economic intelligence, network & business development, brain bank, technology management, macro and sectorial future / futuristic planning, innovative marketing management, security - defense and space industry to national and international actors and institutions.

The results of TASAM institutionalization, which has been built for our today and future, and for public benefit, with the concern of transmitting it to the new generations with extraordinary effort and devotion in last 18 years are shortly presented in the 2004-2020 TASAM Activity Report. We are sincerely grateful for the interest, trust and support that you have given us.
INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE
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Turkey's Strategic Vision 2023 | Scientific Board

Project Manager Assoc. Prof. Engin SELÇUK
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Agriculture, Food and Livestock 2023 | Sectorial Scientific Board

Prof. Dr. Dilek BOYACIOĞLU, Istanbul Technical University
Prof. Dr. Hikmet BOYACIOĞLU, Doruk Group Holding
Prof. Dr. Dilek HEPERKAN, Istanbul Technical University
Prof. Dr. Şükrü KARATAŞ, Istanbul Aydin University
Prof. Dr. Haydar ÖZPINAR, Istanbul Aydin University
Prof. Dr. İbrahim Adnan SARAÇOĞLU, Istanbul Aydin University
Prof. Dr. Fahri BAYIROĞLU, Ağrı Ibrahim Çeçen University
Prof. Dr. Selahattin BEKMEZ, Gaziantep University
Prof. Dr. Atilla YETİŞEMİYEN, Ankara University
Prof. Dr. Mehmet Murat KARAOĞLU, Atatürk University
Prof. Dr. Şeminur TOPAL, Gedik University
Prof. Dr. Cennet OĞUZ, Selçuk University
Prof. Dr. Ahmet OKUMUŞ, Ondokuz Mayıs University
Assoc. Prof. Gökhan ÖZERTAN, Boğaziçi University
Assoc. Prof. Arif Behiç TEKİN, Ege University
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Pervin BASARAN AKOCAK, Suleyman Demirel University
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cem KARAGÖZLÜ, Ege University
Dr. A. Ahmet YÜCER, TAGEM (General Directorate of Agricultural Research and Policy)
Dr. Turan YÜKSEK, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan University, Market Vocational School
Dr. Nusret MUTLU, Southeastern Anatolia Project Regional Dev. Adm.
Dr. Necla Öykü İYİGÜN, Istanbul Commerce University
Dr. Zeki ŞAHİNLER, Ağrı Ibrahim Çeçen University
Dr. M. Zeki DURAK, Yıldız Technical University
Dr. Celalettin GÖZÜAÇIK, İğdır University
Suat YILMAZ, Republic of Turkey Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock
Salih BULANCAK, Private Sector
Harun DEMİRYÜREK, Istanbul Aydin University
İsmet ŞEKER, Private Sector
Ramazan ÇAKIR, Yıldız Technical University
Resul SEDAY, Republic of Turkey Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock
Bil ERGİN, Sabri Ulker Food Research Institute Foundation
Rahime PETEK Ataman, TMMOB Chamber of Food Engineers
Ali ŞENLİKÇİ, MIR Research and Development
Yıldızay KAYA, Freelance Researcher
Ismail Hakki TEKİNER, Istanbul Aydin University
Vocational Education, Industry and High Technology 2023 | Sectorial Scientific Board

Prof. Dr. Abdülhalim ZAIM, Istanbul Ticaret University Department of Computer Engineering
Prof. Dr. Ahmet AYPAY, Osmangazi Education Faculty
Prof. Dr. Ali KAHRİMAN, Okan University, Manager of Vocational High School
Prof. Dr. Ayşen BAKİOĞLU, Marmara University Director of the Institute of Education Sciences
Prof. Dr. Çetin BOLCAL, Kültür University, Vice Chancellor
Prof. Dr. Fahamet AKIN, İstanbul Kültür University, Manager of Vocational High School
Prof. Dr. Hasan Semih GÜNEŞ, Ege Manager of Vocational High School, Head of Aerospace Cluster Association
Prof. Dr. Kemalettin ÇONKAR, Afyon Kocatepe University, Vice Chancellor
Prof. Dr. Koray TUNÇALP, Bahçeşehir University METGEM, Journal of Vocational Education Editor
Prof. Dr. Mustafa ÇIKRIKÇI, İstanbul Aydın University
Prof. Dr. Oğuz BORAT, İstanbul Commerce University, Dean of Engineering and Design Faculty
Prof. Dr. M. Oktay ALNIAK, Bahçeşehir University, Director of the Institute of Science and Technology
Prof. Dr. Servet ÖZDEMİR, Ankara Gazi University, Faculty of Education
Prof. Dr. İbrahim Hakan YETKİNER, Izmir Ekonomi University
Associate Prof. K. Batu TUNAY, Yıldız Technical University, Vocational High School
Associate Prof. Mustafa AYDIN, Dumlupınar University, director of Vocational High School
Associate Prof. Oktay Cem ADIGÜZEL, Anadolu University College of Education
Associate Prof. Adnan BOYACI, Anadolu University
Dr. Cem B. ÜSTÜNDAĞ, Yıldız Technical University, Vocational High School
Dr. Ebru ESENDEMİR, Yaşar University vice director of Vocational High School
Dr. Hakan ÇELİKKOL, Dumlupınar University Department of Business Administration
Dr. İ. Hakan KARATAŞ, Yıldız Technical University
Dr. İldem DEVELİ, İstanbul Kültür University, Director of Vocational High School
Dr. Kemal KARAYORMUK, Afyon Kocatepe University, Director of Vocational High School
Dr. Kenan ÖZCAN, Adiyaman University
Dr. Begüm ERDİL ŞAHİN, İstanbul Kültür University Research Assistant
Dr. Hanifi PARLAR, İstanbul Commerce University Head of Strategy Development Department
Dr. Necdet KENAR, Head of Vocational Studies, TÜSİAD / MESS General. Director
Dr. Necmi DAYDAY, TASAM Executive Board Member, UAEA (R) Inspector
Ali TÜRER, Balıkesir University Necatibey Faculty of Education, Instructor
Azize GÖKMEN, Bahçeşehir University METGEM, director of Vocational High School
Security, Defence and Defence Industry 2023 | Sectorial Scientific Board

Prof. Dr. Mesut Hakkı CAŞIN, Yeditepe University, International Relations
Prof. Dr. Beril DEDEOĞLU, Galatasaray University. Head of International Relations Department
Prof. Dr. Burak ARZOVA, Marmara University, Turkish War Academy
Prof. Dr. Levent SEVGI, Doğuş University Lecturer
Prof. Dr. Tolga YARMAN, Turkish War Academy
Prof. Dr. Mehmet AKÇAY, (E) Tuğgeneral, Expert
Prof. Dr. Haluk KORKMAZYÜREK, Toros University and Land Military Academy Defense Science Institute
Assoc. Prof. Brig.-Gen. (R) Fahri ERENEL, İstinye University
Dr. Nejat TARAKÇI
Aytekin ZİYLAN, (E) General, Expert
Haluk BULUCU, FNSS, Director
Latif Aral ALİŞ, Sarsilmaz Company
Lütfi VAROĞLU, Undersecretariat for Defence Industries
Murat DENGİZ, Expert
Dr. Rüştû Salim Savaş BİÇER, MSI Journal
Yılmaz KÜÇÜKSEYHAN, TOBB Defence Industry Board Chairman, SASAD
Yılmaz GÜLDOĞAN, TAI Head of Strategy and Technology Management
Zafer PESEN, Head of Research and Development Department, MKEK
Ziya İPEKKAN, Sartek General Manager
Zübeyde ÇAĞLAYAN, Head of Department, Defence Industry Undersecretariat

Finance, Banking and Development 2023 | Sectorial Scientific Board

Prof. Dr. Ahmet TAŞKIN, Necmettin Erbakan University Lecturer
Prof. Dr. Erişah ARICAN, Marmara University, Director of the School of Banking and Insurance
Prof. Dr. Murat YÜLEK, THK University, Dean of Business Faculty, Bank of TAIB, Chairman
Prof. Dr. Sabri Burak ARZOVA, Lecturer, Faculty of Business, Marmara University
Prof. Dr. Sema KALAYCIOĞLU, TSV 2023 Project Wise Person’s Board Member
Prof. Dr. Suat TEKER, Dean of Okan University
Prof. Dr. Targan ÜNAL, Okan University Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences
Prof. Dr. Veysel ULUSOY, Yeditepe University Faculty of Economics
Associate Prof. Batu TUNAY, Yıldız Technical University
Associate Prof. Feyzullah YETGIÑ, Çalık Gayrimenkul Ticaret A.Ş. General Manager
Associate Prof. Havva ÇAĞA, Lecturer, Department of Economics, Fatih University
Associate Prof. Nuray TERZİ, Marmara University Lecturer
Energy and Nuclear Technology 2023 | Sectorial Scientific Board

Prof. Dr. Ahmet DURMAYAZ, İstanbul Technical University - Energy Institute Academic Member
Prof. Dr. Ahmet BAYÜLKEN, İstanbul Technical University- Energy Institute (R) Academic Member
Prof. Dr. Haluk UTKU, Hacettepe University – Nuclear Science Institute (NBE) Manager
Prof. Dr. Kenan ÜNLÜ, Manager, Nuclear Engineering Department,
Prof. Dr. Meral ERAL, Ege University Center of Nuclear Science
Prof. Dr. Sezgin ALSAN, İstanbul Commerce University Lecturer
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Dr. Şule ERGÜN, Hacettepe University Department of Nuclear Engineering
Dr. Aybars GÜRPINAR, IAEA Manager (R) Vienna
Dr. Halil Burçin OKYAR, Radiological Protection Specialist in the NEA Radiological
Dr. Lütfiye GÜRELİ, Head of Department (R) Department of Nuclear Fuel Technology, ÇNAEM, TAEK
Dr. Muzaffer KARASULU, Space Science and Technology Department, Akdeniz University, Antalya
Dr. Nazım BAYRAKTAR, ETKB – EPDK, Advisor to Minister
Dr. Necmi DAYDAY, TASAM Member of Executive Board, UAEA Nuclear Security Administration (R) Expert
Dr. Ulvi ADALIOĞLU, (R) president of the Nuclear Engineering Department, ÇNAEM, TAEK
Dr. Reşat UZMEN, Founder, Manager (R), ÇNAEM, TAEK
Dr. Selma KUŞ, General Manager, RISKAUDIT IRSN/GRS International
Dr. Yüksel ATAKAN, Advisor of Radiation Security, Germany
Çem Murat SOFUOĞLU, Lawyer, Sofuoğlu and Partners Law Office
Eng. Msc. Nuc. Ünal AZAKLIOĞULLARI, İstanbul Kültür University (R) Academic Member

TSV 2023 | Development of Civilization - Turkey Vision Scientific Board

Prof. Dr. Adnan ÖMERUSTAOĞLU, Head of Philosophy Dept. Faculty of Human and Social Sciences, Üsküdar Univ.
Prof. Dr. Ahmet Şinasi İŞLER, Dean, Faculty of Fine Arts, Uludağ University
Prof. Dr. Ahmet Ulvi TÜRKBAĞ, Faculty of Law, Galatasaray University
Prof. Dr. Ali Osman GÜNDOĞAN, Faculty of Science and Literature, Muğla University
Prof. Dr. Alparslan AÇIKGENÇ, Head of Philosophy Department, Yıldız Technical University
Prof. Dr. Bedri GENCER, Head of Sociology Department, Faculty of Arts & Science, Yıldız Technical University
Prof. Dr. Bihterin DINÇKOL, General Public Law
Prof. Dr. Celal TÜRER, Ankara University
Prof. Dr. Cemal GÜZEL, Philosophy of Science, Hacettepe University
Prof. Dr. Cemil ÖZTÜRK, Department of Primary Education, Atatürk Faculty of Education, Marmara University
Prof. Dr. Durmuş TEZCAN, Middle East University
Prof. Dr. Ekrem DEMİRLİ, Faculty of Theology, Istanbul University
Prof. Dr. Ergün ÖZTÜRK, Sociology Department, Yıldız Technical University
Prof. Dr. Ergün YILDIRIM, Sociologist, Humanities and Social Sciences, Faculty of Art & Science, Yıldız Technical Univ.
Prof. Dr. Ferhat KENTEL, Sociologist, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Şehir University
Prof. Dr. Gülşettin ÇELİK, Vice-Dean, Istanbul Medeniyet University
Prof. Dr. Halil ZAIM, Department of Business, Fatih University
Prof. Dr. Hasan ALACACIOĞLU, Faculty of Science and Literature, Istanbul University
Prof. Dr. Hasan BACANLI, Faculty of Education, Biruni University
Prof. Dr. Hayati AKYOL, Faculty of Education, Gazi University
Prof. Dr. Himmet KONUR, Dokuz Eylül University
Prof. Dr. İbrahim Ertan EĞRİBEL, Faculty of Science and Literature, Istanbul University
Prof. Dr. İbrahim S. CANBOLAT, Dean, Faculty of Business, Uludağ University
Prof. Dr. Kenan GÜRSOY, Ambassador (R) of Turkish Republic in Vatican
Prof. Dr. Mehmet Niyazi ÖKTEM, Faculty of Law, Galatasaray University
Prof. Dr. Metin BOŞNAK, International Saraybosna University
Prof. Dr. Milay GÖKTÜRK, Denizli Pamukkale University
Prof. Dr. Necdet TOSUN, Faculty of Theology, Marmara University
Prof. Dr. Osman DOĞRU, Human Rights, Faculty of Law, Marmara University
Prof. Dr. Rahmi KARAKUŞ, Lecturer, Sakarya University
Prof. Dr. Recai COŞKUN, Sakarya University
Prof. Dr. Ahmet Sedat AYBAR, Lecturer, Istanbul Aydın University
Prof. Dr. Şaban KAYIHAN, Private Law, Fatih Sultan Mehmet University
Prof. Dr. Temel ÇALIK, Faculty of Education, Gazi University
Prof. Dr. Vamik VOLKAN, Center for the Study of Mind and Human Interaction Virginia University, USA
Prof. Dr. Yusuf OĞUZOĞLU, History Department, Faculty of Science & Literature, Uludağ University
Prof. Dr. Fulya BAYRAKTAR, Ankara Hacı Bayram Veli University
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Mustafa ÇEVİK, Philosophy Department, Adıyaman University
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Süleyman DOĞAN, Department of Humanities and Social Science, Yıldız Technical University
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Teyfur ERDOĞDU, Department of Humanities and Social Science, Yıldız Technical University
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Yusuf ADIGÜZEL, Lecturer, Sociology Department, Faculty of Literature, İstanbul University
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Emek ÜŞENMEZ, Lecturer, Turkish Language and Literature, Faculty of Literature, İstanbul Univ.
Dr. Murat AŞICI, Faculty of Education, Marmara University

World Turkic Forum | Wise Persons Board

Ambassador (R) Prof. Dr. Ali Engin OBA, Consultant of Chairman, TASAM, Turkey
Prof. Dr. Ahat ANDICAN, Lecturer of Istanbul University, Former State Minister
Prof. Dr. Emine GÜRSOY NASıKLı, Lecturer of Marmara University
Prof. Dr. Faruk ŞEN, Chairman of TAVAK
Prof. Dr. Hakkı KESkİN, Honorary Chairman of Germany Turkish Society, Germany
Prof. Dr. Isenbıke TOGAN, Boğaziçi University
Prof. Dr. Kadıralı KONKOBAYEV, Manas Kyrgyz - Turkish University, Kyrgyzstan
Prof. Dr. Vamık VOLKAN, Center for the Study of Mind and Human Interaction Virginia University, USA
Dr. Veyis GÜNGÖR, President of UETD (Union of European Turkish Democrats), Netherlands
Ambassador Halil AKINCI, Advisor to Secretary General of Turkic Council
Hakkı ATUN, EMU, Former Prime Minister of the Assembly Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus
Anar RIZAYEV, Member of Writers Union, Azerbaijan
Olcas SÜLEYMENOV, Permanent Representative of UNESCO, Writer, Kazakhstan

Secretary-General of Think Tanks Platform of Islamic Countries (ISTTP) and World Islamic Forum (WIF)

Dr. Muharrem Hilmi ÖZEV

Eminent Persons Group of the World Islamic Forum

Prof. Kamalain SHAT, Islamic University of Gaza, Palestine
Prof. Mohammad Manzoor ALAM, Chairman, Institute of Objective Studies, India
Prof. Shamseldin Zeinal ABDIN, International University of Africa, Sudan
Prof. Zaleha KAMARUDDIN, Rector of International Islamic University of Malaysia
Dr. Abdul Aziz SAGER, Chairman of Gulf Research Centre, UAE
Dr. Abdussettar DERBISALI, Chairman of Kazakhstan Muslim of Religious Administration
Dr. Ahmad TOTONJU, International Institute of Islamic Thought, Saudi Arabia
Ambassador Dr. Mostafa DOLATYAR, IPIS, Iran
Princess Basmah BINT SAUD, Royal Family, Saudi Arabia
Ambassador Humayun KABIR, BEI, Bangladesh
Ambassador Azmy KHALIFA, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Egypt
Senator Mushahid Hussain SYED, IPRI, Pakistan
Elıııır ASLANOV, Chairman of Azerbaijan Presidential Office for Political Analysis and Information Support

TASAM ‘Stratejik Ongoru’ (Strategic Foresight) Journal | Editorial Board

Ambassador (R) Prof. Ali Engin OBA
Ambassador (R) Murat BİLHAN
Assoc. Prof. Engin SELÇUK
Dr. Necmi DAYDAY

TASAM Strategic Foresight Journal | Scientific Board

Prof. Dr. Sabri SAYARI, Sabanci University
Prof. Dr. Nilufer NARLI, Bahcesehir University
Prof. Dr. Sergey LOUZIYANIN, Russian Academy Sciences
Prof. Dr. Büşra ERSANLI, Marmara University
Prof. Dr. Bülent ARAS, Former SAM President
Prof. Dr. Maria VIDYASOVA, Moskova State University
Prof. Dr. Mithat BAYDUR, Beykent University
Prof. Dr. Bülent GÖKAY, Ingiltere Keele University, UK
Prof. Dr. Mehmet ZELKA, International Balkan University
Prof. Dr. Hasan ÇATALCA, Istanbul Arel University
Prof. Dr. Erhan BÜYÜKAKINCI, Galatasaray University
Prof. Dr. Zahid MEHMEDOV, Sciences Academy, Azerbaijan
Prof. Dr. İlhan ÜZGEL, Ankara University
Prof. Dr. Hamza ÇAKIR, Erciyes University
Prof. Dr. David CHANDLER, Westminster University, UK
Prof. Dr. Marjan SENJUR, Ljubljana University, Slovenia
Prof. Dr. Mert BİLGİN, Bahcesehir University
Prof. Dr. Serhan OKSAY, Beykent University
Prof. Dr. Atilla AKKOYUNLU, Bogazici University
Prof. Dr. Ėrtan EFEGİL, Sakarya University
Prof. Dr. Aysegül SEVER, Marmara University
Prof. Dr. Mert BİLGİN, Bahçeşehir Universitesi
Prof. Dr. Şule TOKTAS, Kadir Has University
Prof. Dr. Mitat ÇELİKPALA, TOBB Economy and Technology University
Prof. Dr. İbrahim KAYA, Istanbul University
Associate Prof. İlya BIKOV, Saint Petersburg State University
Associate Prof. Emre BAĞÇE, Kocaeli University
Associate Prof. İrfan Kaya ÜLGER, Kocaeli University
Dr. Anita SENGUPTA, Institution of Asian Studies, India
Ambassador (R) Ümit PAMİR
Ambassador (R) Ömür ORHUN
Ambassador (R) Aydemir ERMAN

**TASAM Public Diplomacy Institute | Scientific Board**

Prof. Dr. Abdullah ÖZKAN, Istanbul University
Prof. Dr. Ridvan KARLUK, Anadolu University
Prof. Dr. Nilüfer NARLI, Bahçeşehir University
Prof. Dr. İlhan TEKELI, METU
Prof. Dr. Prasnikar JANEZ, Faculty of Economics, Slovenia
Prof. Dr. İbrahim S. CANBOLAT, Uludağ University
Prof. Dr. Teimuraz BERİDZE, International Black Sea University, Georgia
Prof. Dr. Samir SALHA, Kocaeli University
Prof. Dr. Ramazan BİÇER, Sakarya University
Prof. Dr. Becir MACIC, Sarajevo Universitesi, Bosnia Herzegovinia
Prof. Dr. Yavuz ATAR, Selçuk University
Prof. Dr. Jovan TEOKAREVIC, Belgrad University, Serbia
Prof. Dr. Ömer ANAYURT, Sakarya University
Prof. Dr. Süleyman KIZILTOPRAK, Mimar Sinan University
Prof. Esra HATİPOĞLU, Marmara University
Prof. Cüneyt YENİGÜN, Sultan Qaboos University, Oman
Assoc. Prof. Zeynep Karahan USLU, Parliamanter / TOBB University of Economics and Technology
Assoc. Prof. Halil NADİRİ, Eastern Mediterraneane University
Assoc. Prof. Anatoli MOMRYK, National Science Academy, Ukraine
Dr. Erhan DOĞAN, Marmara University
Koba KHABAZI, Parliamentarian, Georgian Parliament
İhsan TOY, TASAM
TASAM Political Communication Institute | Scientific Board

Prof. Dr. Abdullah ÖZKAN, Istanbul University
Prof. Hasret ÇOMAK, Kocaeli University Vice - Chancellor
Ambassador (R) Murat BİLHAN, TASAM Vice - President
Ambassador (R) Prof. Dr. Ali Engin OBA, TASAM Ankara Representative
Prof. Yavuz ODABASI, Anadolu University, Business School, Instructor
Prof. Bülent ARAS, Former SAM President
Prof. Fusun ALVER, Kocaeli University, Communication Faculty, Instructor
Prof. Murat ÖZGEN, Istanbul University, Communication Faculty, Instructor
Dr. Hifzi TOPUZ, President of the Association of Communication Studies
Prof. Ahmet KALENDER, Selcuk University, Communication Faculty, Instructor
Prof. Emre BAĞCE, Kocaeli Univ. Administrative & Economic Sciences Faculty, Political Science
Prof. Ferruh UZTUG, Anadolu University, Communication Sciences Faculty, Instructor
Prof. Ece INAN, Marmara University, Communication Faculty, Instructor
Prof. Emine YAVAŞGEL, Istanbul University, Communication Faculty, Instructor
Dr. Fatos KARAHASAN, Istanbul Bilgi University, Communication Faculty, Instructor
Assoc. Prof. Emel Basturk AKCA, Kocaeli University, Communication Faculty, Instructor
Dr. Engin SELCUK, Istanbul University, Political Science Faculty, Instructor
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Zuhal OZEL, Ege University, Communication Faculty, Instructor
Dr. Bahadir KALEAGASI, Brussels University, Member of the Institute of European Studies
Can TÜRE, MA

Education Industry and Technology Institute | Advisory Board

Prof. Dr. Hasan ŞİMŞEK, Istanbul Kültür University
Prof. Dr. İrfan ERDOĞAN, Istanbul University
Prof. Dr. Orhan GÖLBAŞI, Istanbul Aydın University
Doç. Dr. Serkan ÖZEL, Boğaziçi University
Ar. Gör. Gökhan SAVUL, Başkent Üniversitesi

Education Industry and Technology Institute | Wise Persons Board

Prof. Dr. Hasan ŞİMŞEK, Istanbul Kultur University
Prof. Dr. İrfan ERDOĞAN, Istanbul University
Prof. Dr. Orhan GÖLBAŞI, Istanbul Aydın University
National Defence and Security Institute

Dr. Savaş BİÇER | Co-Director of NDSI
Deniz GÜLER | Project Manager - Assistant Expert
Ahmet YILDIZ | Project Manager - Assistant Expert
İzgi SAVAŞ | Project Manager - Assistant Expert
Tolga SAKMAN | Expert
Ayşenur YILMAZ | Expert
Ufuk ÇİÇEK | Assistant Expert

National Defence and Security Institute | High Advisory Board

Vahit ERDEM, Founder Undersecretary of Undersecretariat of Defense Industry (UDI)
Murad BAYAR, Former Undersecretary of UDI
Hasan CANPOLAT, Governor
Aydin Nezih DOGAN, Governor
Ambassador (R) Prof. Dr. Ali Engin OBA, Advisor of TASAM Chairman, Member of Cag University
Ambassador Tahsin BURCUOGLU, First Deputy Secretary-General of BSEC, Former Secretary
Prof. Dr. Cagri ERHAN, President of Istanbul Kemerburgaz University
Assoc. Prof. Brig.-Gen. (R) Fahri ERENEL, İstinye University
Assoc. Prof. Mehmet AKCAY, Brigadier-General (R), Former Head of Department in Ministry of National Defence
Kadir Nail KURT, Chairman of the Board of SASAD, CEO of FNSS Defence Systems Co.
Ahmet Mithat ERTUG, Chairman of OSSA Defence and Aviation Cluster
Orhan AYDIN, OSTİM Chairman of the Board

Istanbul Security Conference | Scientific Board

Michael BARNETT, George Washington University, USA
Ramesh THAKUR, The Australian National University, Australia
Andrew COOPER, University of Waterloo, Canada
Paul KUBICEK, Oakland University, USA
Jean MARCOU, Institut d'Etudes Politiques de Grenoble, France
Musa KASIMLI, Azerbaycan Bilimler Akademisi, Azerbaijan
Ayla GÖL, Aberystweth University, Wales, United Kingdom
Ziya ÖNIŞ, Koç University
Fuat KEYMAN, Sabancı University
Nuri YURDUSEV, Middle East Technical University
Çağrı ERHAN, Kemerburgaz Universities
Meliha Benli ALTUNIŞIK, Middle East Technical University
Tarık OĞUZLU, Antalya International University
Ramazan GÖZEN, Marmara University
Ayşegül SEVER, Marmara University
Berdal ARAL, Istanbul Şehir University
Özden Zeynep OKTAV, Yıldız Technical University
Alaeddin YALÇINKAYA, Marmara University
Esra HATİPOĞLU, Marmara University
André BANK, GIGA Institute, Hamburg
Tayyар ARI, Uludağ University
Recep BOZLAĞAN, Marmara University
Nail YILMAZ, Marmara University
Ambassador (R) Ümit PAMİR, Wise Persons Board Member and Former Permanent Representative at the UN
Ambassador (R) Ömür ORHUN, Former Permanent Representative at the OSCE
Dr. Rüştü Salim Savaş BİÇER, Advisor to Chairman of TASAM, Istanbul Esenyurt University
Mert BİLGİN, Advisor to Chairman of TASAM, Bahcesehr University
Nurşin Ateş GÜNEY, Yıldız Technical University

Ankara Office
Ambassador (R) Prof. Dr. Ali Engin OBA
Can TÜRE, MA

The European Union Study Group
Project Manager Prof. Dr. Hasret ÇOMAK
European Union Expert Oguzhan KÖSE
European Union Expert Umut ELMAS
European Union Expert Emre YILDIRIM
Balkan Expert Dr. Caner SANCAKTAR
Balkan Expert Dilek KÜTÜK

Global and Regional Power Centers Study Group
USA and Middle Asia Expert Cenap ÇAKMAK
USA Assistant Expert Emre TARIM
L.A.C. Coordinator Pınar ELBASAN
The Caucasus - Central Asia - Middle East Study Group

Middle East Expert Dr. Muharrem Hilmi ÖZEV
The Middle East Expert Yasin ATLIOĞLU, (Lebanon - Jordan)
The Middle East Expert Tuğçe ERSOY ÖZTÜRK, (Israel - Palestine)
The Middle East Expert Hazar VURAL, (Iran)
The Caucasus Expert Ramil MEMMEDOV
The Middle East Assistant Expert Gökhan YİVCİGER, (Israel - Palestine)
The Middle East Assistant Expert Berna GÜRKAŞ
The Middle East Assistant Expert Ahmet Sami GEZİN
The Middle East Assistant Expert Reyyan DOĞAN
The Middle East Expert Ahmet İŞCAN

African Study Group

Assistant Expert Volkan AKBULUTLAR
Africa Expert Hasan ÖZTÜRK
Africa Assistant Expert Çağrı KOÇAK
Africa Assistant Expert Warda NGWILIZI
Africa Assistant Expert Rukiye MEFİRE

Energy Study Group

Project Manager Dr. Necmi DAYDAY
Energy Expert Arzu YORKAN

Economics Study Group

International Economics Expert Ilhan GÜLLÜ
Econometrics Assistant Expert Pelin Elif AVŞAR

Environment Study Group

Project Manager Prof. Dr. Atilla AKKOYUNLU
Researcher Dr. Hurrem BAYHAN
Researcher Assoc. Prof. Dr. Yasar AVŞAR
Expert Kamil VARINCA
Assistant Expert Ercan ÇİTİL
Media and Public Relations Study Group

Project Manager İhsan TOY
Expert Aydin DEMİR
Fatma Kevser KAPLAN
Ece NURHAN

National and International Activities Study Group

Project Manager Diler ULUKAYA
Expert Ali BASAR
Ayse Merve KAMACI
Beste AYDEMİR

I.T. Managers

Mehmet GEDİK
Sinan DEMİR

Content Editors

Abdullah KALAYCI
Yaren SEVİŞ
TASAM WORLD

The effective use of new “soft power” tools, which have recently become more influential internationally, depends on building capacity & management of human resources in this area. The below institutions or institutional networks that were founded on the back of TASAM activities and joined under the roof of TASAM WORLD [Center for Capacity Building Management and Cooperation] serve in this direction.

INSTITUTES

TASAM DEVELOPMENT AND COOPERATION INSTITUTE (www.tasam.org/kalkinma)
TASAM AFRICAN INSTITUTE (tasamafrika.org)
TASAM INSTITUTE OF ISLAMIC COUNTRIES (islam.tasam.org)
THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC DIPLOMACY (kde.tasam.org)
THE POLITICAL COMMUNICATION INSTITUTE (sie.tasam.org)
THE ENVIRONMENT AND BRAND CITY INSTITUTE (environmentandurbaninstitute.org)
ENERGY WATER AND FOOD INSTITUTE (energywaterandfoodins.org)
THE NATIONAL DEFENCE AND SECURITY INSTITUTE (nationaldefenceandsecurity.org)
EDUCATION INDUSTRY AND TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE (esten.org)
FINANCE BANKING AND DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE (fbkenstitusu.org)
INNOVATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE (iikenstitusu.org)
HEALTH AND SOCIAL SECURITY INSTITUTE (ssgenstitusu.org)
SOCIAL POLICIES AND CIVIL SOCIETY INSTITUTE (spsenstitusu.org)
TURKEY TOURISM INSTITUTE (trturizmenstitusu.org)
TRANSPORT LOGISTICS AND AUTOMOTIVE INSTITUTE (uloenstitusu.org)
PLATFORMS

BALKAN COMMUNICATION NETWORK (balkancom.net)
WORLD TURKIC FORUM (dunyaturkforumu.org)
WORLD ISLAMIC FORUM (worldislamicforum.org)
THINK TANKS PLATFORM OF THE ISLAMIC COUNTRIES (isttp.org)
TURKEY NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM (trntp.tasam.org)
THINK TANKS DIALOG OF TURKEY (todturkey.org)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT & COOPERATION PLATFORM OF NGOs (ustkip.org)
PROJECTS

‘Nuclear Technology Project for Sustainable Development’ Project
International ‘Ahi Order and Ahi Evran’ Project

TSV 2023 (Turkey’s Strategic Vision 2023) Project
Turkey 2053 Project
PROJECTS

‘NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY PROJECT FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT’ PROJECT


Symposium of ‘Energy and Development in Turkey’ | April 2016

Workshop of ‘Nuclear Energy’s Importance for Sustainable Development’ | July 2016

Workshop of ‘Nuclear Technology Transfer in Developing Countries’ | September 2016

‘South Korea Nuclear Technology’ Research Visit | December 2016

Research Visit to ‘Cekmece Nuclear Researches and Education Center’ | January 2017

‘INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR ENERGY’ CONGRESS | 11 April 2007, Istanbul


INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ‘WORLD CONJUNCTURE IN NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY’
27-29 March 2008, Istanbul

Turkey 2023 - International Nuclear Technology Transfer Congress (During TSV 2023 Project)
21-22 September 2012, Istanbul

Energy Security Workshop (During Istanbul Security Conference 2015)
‘Turkey’s Nuclear Power Program 2030’ | 05 March 2015, Istanbul
INTERNATIONAL ‘AHI ORDER AND AHI EVRAN’ PROJECT

International Ahi-order and Ahi Evran Congress
‘Production - Consumption, Social Responsibility, Education Business Model’ | 13-14 October 2016, Istanbul
  Ahi-Order and Ahi Evran Project Preparation Workshop | 5 November 2016, Istanbul
  International Ahi-order and Ahi Evran Preparation Meeting | 20 June 2016, Istanbul

International Ahi and Ahi Community Project | Denizli Regional Meeting | 24 May 2017, Istanbul

International Ahi and Ahi Community Project | Ankara Regional Meeting | 14 June 2017, Ankara
TSV 2023 ( Turkey’s Strategic Vision 2023 ) PROJECT

TSV 2023 ACTIVITIES

TSV 2023 Project - Wise Persons Board Meetings ( 2009>> 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 )

‘MACRO’ FRAME

TSV 2023 > 1ST PHASE > “MACRO” FRAME
(Under Auspices of Turkish Presidency | 2008>> 81 Provinces & Regional Countries )


TURKEY’S STRATEGIC VISION 2023 CONGRESS | 15 October 2008, Istanbul

TSV 2023 Project - Preparation Meetings ( 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 )

TURKEY’S STRATEGIC VISION 2023 - 81 PROVINCES WORKSHOPS

(Tekirdağ, Muğla, Amasya, Diyarbakır, Karabük, Elazığ, Ağrı, Burdur, Mardin, Ankara ( 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 ), Çorum, Yozgat, Mersin, İstanbul ( 1 ), Hatay, Adana, Sakarya, Bartın, Artvin, Kayseri, Bursa, İzmir )

TSV 2023 Project - TASAM Head Office Workshops ( 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 )

‘STRATEGIC LOCOMOTIVE SECTORS’ PROCESS

TSV 2023 | 2ND PHASE > “STRATEGIC LOCOMOTIVE SECTORS” PROCESS

AGRICULTURE, FOOD AND LIVESTOCK

Agriculture, Food and Livestock 2023 Congress | 08-09 May 2014, İstanbul

Scientifically Participated Office Preparation Workshops ( 1 - 2 )
Agriculture, Food and Livestock 2023 Sector Meeting | 31 October 2013
Scientifically Participated Office Workshops ( 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 ) | 26 December 2013
Scientifically Participated Office Workshops ( 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 - 11 - 12 - 13 ) | 06 February 2014
SECURITY, DEFENSE AND DEFENSE INDUSTRY

Scientifically Participated Office Workshops (1)

SOCIAL POLICIES AND CIVIL SOCIETY

Social Policies and Civil Society 2023 Congress | (to be held)
Scientifically Participated Office Workshops (1-2)

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, INDUSTRY AND HIGH TECHNOLOGY

Vocational Education, Industry and High Technology 2023 Congress | 22-23 March 2012, Istanbul
Scientifically Participated Office Workshops (1-2)
“Opening Up Vocational Education into National - International Competition & Certification” and “Mobility of Vocational Labor (Convertibility)” Academical Research Projects (06 June 2013)

FINANCE, BANKING AND DEVELOPMENT

Finance, Banking and Development 2023 Congress | 19-20 April 2012, Istanbul
Scientifically Participated Office Workshops (1-2)
Scope of Project Finance and Banking Project Suggestions Research Report on Turkey
04 January 2013, Istanbul
Finance, Banking and Development 2023 | Sectoral, Regional Opportunities and Risks 2023 Meeting Report
04 January 2013, IST

ENERGY AND NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY

Turkey 2023 - International Nuclear Technology Transfer Congress | 21-22 September 2012, Istanbul

INNOVATION IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Innovation in Public Administration and Human Development 2023 Congress | (to be held)
TOURISM PLANNING ENVIRONMENT

Innovation in Public Administration and Human Development 2023 Congress | (to be held)
Scientific Participatory Workshops (1)

AUTOMOTIVE, LOGISTICS, TRANSPORT

Automotive, Logistics, Transportation 2023 Congress | (to be held)

HEALTH AND SOCIAL SECURITY

Health and Social Security 2023 Congress | (to be held)
‘DEVELOPMENT OF VALUES’

Development of Civilization - Turkey Vision

TSV 2023 > 3rd PHASE | ‘DEVELOPMENT OF VALUES’


“Development of Civilization - Turkey Vision” Preparation Workshop - 1 | 14 March 2014, Istanbul
“Development of Civilization - Turkey Vision” Workshop - 1 | 09 September 2014, Istanbul
“Development of Civilization - Turkey Vision” Workshop - 2 | 14 November 2014, Istanbul
“Development of Civilization - Turkey Vision” Workshop - 3 | 29 January 2015, Istanbul
“Development of Civilization - Turkey Vision” Workshop - 4 | 26 February 2015, Istanbul
“Development of Civilization - Turkey Vision” Workshop - 5 | 30 April 2015, Istanbul

Development of Civilization - Turkey Vision International Congress | ‘Reference Values, Institutions, Persons’
05-06 November 2015, Istanbul

Development of Values International Congress Preparation Meeting - 1 | 21 November 2014, Istanbul
Development of Values International Congress Preparation Meeting - 2 | 30 December 2014, Istanbul

BRAND CITY MEETINGS
SANLIURFA BRAND CITY MEETING | 21 April 2014, Sanliurfa
CANKIRI BRAND CITY MEETING | 20 May 2014, Cankiri

DEVELOPMENT OF CIVILIZATION - TURKEY VISION WORKSHOPS
Development of Civilization - Turkey Vision Workshop 1 | “Reference Values - Persons - Institutions”
09 September 2014, Istanbul
TSV 2023 RESULTS

WEBSITES AND ARCHIEVES
www.tasam.org
www.tsv2023.org
Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü (Refereed Journal)*
Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
TURKEY 2053 PROJECT

ACTIVITIES

TURKEY 2053 PROJECT “POWER AND JUSTICE”
(2015>> Turkey 2053 project has been described as a frame program shaped in the format of multidimensional strategic special education and interaction activities intended for senior public bureaucracy, NGOs and public opinion related to the targets and place in which Turkey is supposed to be in 2053 -which is the 600th anniversary of the Conquest.-)

Security Defence and Defence Industry 2023-2053 Vision of Turkey Workshops | 02-04 Kasım 2016, İstanbul

Preparation Workshops (in General)
T2053 Wise Persons Board Meetings/Workshops
Multilateral and Multidimensional Workshops
Brand City Meetings
Brand City Concept Documents/Rapports
T2053 | International Congresses/Forums
Brand Company/Production Model Meetings
Briefing Meetings for Determinants
Research Projects and Preparation of Rapports
TV Programs
Media Conferences
Other Academic Studies (Publication of T2053 Main Document and documents of sub-themes with Academic Studies such as Strategical Rapport, Book, Essay, Thesis etc.)

RESULTS

WEBSITES AND ARCHIEVES
www.tasam.org
www.turkey2053.org
Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments

Stratejik Öngörü (Refereed Journal)*
Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
PROGRAMS

- Turkey ‘Management and Expertise’ Program
- TR-EU ‘Civil Diplomacy Building’ Program
- ‘Children of Conflict’ Program

‘Strategic Dialogue’ Program
Civil Global Program
‘Strategic Vision Development’ Program (SVD)
‘Strategic Transformation’ Programs
PROGRAMS

TURKEY ‘MANAGEMENT AND EXPERTISE’ PROGRAM
==================================================================

TURKEY - EU ‘THOUGHT ECOSYSTEM’ NETWORK PROGRAM
==================================================================

‘CHILDREN OF CONFLICT’ PROGRAM

‘Children of Conflict’ Protection - Rehabilitation - Education Program | 2016-2017, Turkey and the region

Conflict Children Program Istanbul Workshop | 02 February 2017, Istanbul

==================================================================

‘CHILDREN OF CONFLICT’ PROGRAM

BRAINS2 IN TURKEY | Artificial Intelligence Program

“International Comparative Vision, Strategy, Ecosystem And Market Building” | 06 February 2020, Istanbul

BRAINS² TÜRKİYE | Space Program

“International Comparative Vision, Strategy, Ecosystem And Market Building” | 2020

BRAINS² TÜRKİYE | Strategic Services Program

“International Comparative Vision, Strategy, Ecosystem And Market Building” | 2020

BRAINS² TÜRKİYE | Robotic Program

“International Comparative Vision, Strategy, Ecosystem And Market Building” | 2020

BRAINS² TÜRKİYE | Nanotechnology Program

“International Comparative Vision, Strategy, Ecosystem And Market Building” | 2020

BRAINS² TÜRKİYE | Biotechnology Program

“International Comparative Vision, Strategy, Ecosystem And Market Building” | 2020
‘STRATEGIC DIALOGUE’ PROGRAMS

TURKEY - ‘HORN OF AFRICA’ STRATEGIC DIALOGUE PROGRAM
Turkey - ‘Horn of Africa’ Countries: Codependence and Deepening | 2017-2021
Turkey - Horn of Africa Strategic Dialog Program Istanbul Meeting | 24 December 2016, Istanbul

TURKISH - ARAB STRATEGIC DIALOGUE PROGRAM
“Turkish - Arab Relations: Strategic Interdependence and Trust Building” | 2017-2021
Turkish - Arabic Strategic Dialog Program Wise Persons Board Meeting | 11 March 2017, Istanbul

TURKEY - PALESTINE STRATEGIC DIALOGUE PROGRAM
“Turkey - Palestine Relations: Strategic Interdependence and Trust Building” | 2017-2021
Turkey - Palestine Strategic Dialogue Program 1st Consultative Meeting | 14 February 2017, Istanbul

TURKEY - INDIA STRATEGIC DIALOGUE PROGRAM
“Turkey - India Relations: Rising Powers in the New World” | 2017-2021
Turkey - India Strategic Dialogue Program Istanbul Meeting | 06 March 2018, Istanbul

TURKEY - SUDAN STRATEGIC DIALOGUE PROGRAM
“Sectorial and Financial Deepening” | 2017-2021

TURKEY - SOUTH ASIA STRATEGIC DIALOGUE PROGRAM
“Sectorial and Financial Deepening”

TURKEY - SOUTHEAST ASIA STRATEGIC DIALOGUE PROGRAM
“Sectorial and Financial Deepening”

TURKEY - NORDIC STRATEGIC DIALOGUE PROGRAM
“Sectorial and Financial Deepening”
‘STRATEGIC VISION DEVELOPMENT’ PROGRAM (SVD)

‘Adaptation in Changing State Nature’ | 2005 >> Turkey, Friendly and Sister Countries
( Application Projects: Military Bureaucracy [Army], Security Bureaucracy [Police and Intelligence], Civil Bureaucracy [Sectors/Ministries], Local Governments, Universities, Non-Governmental Organizations, Media, Private Sector)

TURKEY

The Interior Ministry of Turkish Republic - SVD Conferences 1-2 | 2005, Ankara
The Metropolitan Municipality of Istanbul - SVD Conferences 1-2 | 2006, Istanbul
Tekirdağ Governorship of Turkish Republic - SVD Conferences 1-2-3 | 2006, Tekirdag
Zonguldak Governorship of Turkish Republic - SVD Conference | 2006, Zonguldak
General Command of Gendarmerie of Turkish Republic - SVD Program | 22-26 May 2017, Ankara

SUDAN

Higher Security Academy in Sudan - SVD Trainings 1 | 26 November - 03 December 2011, Istanbul
Higher Security Academy in Sudan - SVD Trainings 2 | 15-22 May 2013, Istanbul, Turkey
Sudan Strategic Vision Development Framework Program | Capacity Building Education
01-10 January 2018, Istanbul
Sudan Strategic Vision Development Framework Program | Vision and Planing Workshops
14-21 January 2018, Istanbul

QATAR

Qatar Ministry of Defense - SVG Program 2017-2019 | Istanbul, Doha

‘STRATEGIC TRANSFORMATION’ PROGRAMS
CIVIL GLOBAL PROGRAM

Global Civil Diplomacy Building Program | “Discovering the Potential”

(2015>> The main reference of these activities is to mobilize civil capacity with all of its channels in a global scale within the CIVIL GLOBAL | Global Civil Diplomacy Building Program, whose main theme was described as “Discovering the Potential: Capacity Management and Deepening” to mobilize the civil capacity with its all channels and to form networks with sectorial descriptions.)

ACTIVITIES

GLOBAL CIVIL DIPLOMACY SUMMITS

CIVIL GLOBAL 2016 | 20-22 April 2016, Istanbul
CIVIL GLOBAL 2019 | 11-13 December 2019, Istanbul

INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Continental Civil Diplomacy Activities
Africa | Asia | Europe | Latin America and Caribbean

Regional Civil Diplomacy Activities
Middle East | Balkans | Black Sea - Caucasus | Mediterranean

SECTORIAL DIPLOMACY CHANNELS

Human Diplomacy Workshop
Defence Diplomacy Workshop
Health Diplomacy Workshop
Belief Diplomacy Workshop
Culture and Art Diplomacy Workshop
Education Diplomacy Workshop
Science Diplomacy Workshop
Business/Trade Diplomacy Workshop
Opinion Diplomacy Workshop
Water Diplomacy Workshop

Nourishment Diplomacy Workshop
Energy Diplomacy Workshop
Tourism Diplomacy Workshop
Security Diplomacy Workshop
City Diplomacy Workshop
Finance Diplomacy Workshop
Media and Information Diplomacy Workshop
Infrastructure Diplomacy Workshop
Service Diplomacy Workshop
THEMATIC AREAS

Innovation in Diplomacy Meeting
Turkey Brand in Cooperation of Development Meeting
International Intergrations Meeting

RESULTS

WEBSITES AND ARCHIEVES
www.tasam.org
www.civilglobal.org
Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü (Refereed Journal)*
Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
CONTINENTS

AFRICA

ACTIVITIES

INTERNATIONAL TURKISH - AFRICAN CONGRESSES
(2005 >> with African Countries and NGOs | 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10)

1st International Turkish-African Congress | ‘Rising Africa and Turkey’ | 23-24 November 2005, Istanbul

2nd International Turkish-African Congress | ‘Sub-Saharan Africa’ | 12-13 December 2006, Istanbul

3rd International Turkish-African Congress | ‘Turkey - African Union’ | 04-06 December 2007, Istanbul

4th International Turkish-African Congress
‘The Role of NGOs & Think Tanks in Development of TR- AFR Relations’ | 25-27 Nov 2008, Istanbul

5th International Turkish-African Congress
‘Regional Organizations in AFR / Institutionalization & Cooperation’ | 19-21 Nov 2009, Istanbul

6th International Turkish-African Congress
‘MDGs: The Role of Civil Society in Africa’s Development …’ | 16-18 Dec 2010, Istanbul

7th International Turkish-African Congress

7th International Turkish-African Congress Preparation Meeting

8th International Turkish-African Congress | ‘Food Security’, ‘Economic Growth’ and ‘Health for All’ | 16-17 April 2013, Accra - Ghana

9th International Turkish - African Congress
‘Sectorial and Financial Transformation in Africa: Opportunities and Risks’ | 24-25 April 2014, Istanbul

10th International Turkish - African Congress

==========================================================

TURKISH-AFRICAN CSO’s FORUMS
(2008 >> with Turkish and African CSOs | 1 - 2)

1st Turkish - African CSOs Forum | ‘Cooperation and Development’ | 14-15 August, 2008 | Istanbul

Preparation Workshop for Turkish - African CSOs Forum
Press Conference on ‘Turkish - African CSOs Forum

====================================================================================================
2nd Turkish - African NGOs and Thinking Forum | "Energy, Food, Water Security and Human>>"
( It was held on April 21 - 22nd 2016 in the Summit in Istanbul )

TURKEY - AFRICA DEFENCE, SECURITY AND SPACE FORUMS

1st Turkey - Africa Defence, Security and Space Forum
“Future of Security in Africa and Turkey” | 07-09 November, 2018 | Istanbul

2nd Turkey - Africa Defence, Security and Space Forum
“Future of Security in Africa and Turkey” | 07-08 November, 2018 | Istanbul

ANNUAL MEETINGS OF USTKİP** COMMISSIONS ( 2009 >> 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 )
TASAM ANKARA | AFRICAN MEETINGS
( 2005 >> with Diplomatic Missions | 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 )

MUTUAL ROUND TABLE COUNTRY MEETINGS

Turkey - Egypt Round Table Meeting - 1
“with Egyptian Council on Foreign Relations” | 07 October 2010, İstanbul

Turkey - Sudan Round Table Meeting - 1
“with The Ministry of International Cooperation of Sudan” | 19 January 2012, Hartum

Turkey - Libya Round Table Meeting - 1
“with LPRD ( Libyan Program for Reintegration & Development )” | 28-30 May 2014, Ankara

Turkey - Libya Round Table Meeting - 2
“with RECIPA (Regional Center for Innovation in Public Administration)” | 25 June 2014, İstanbul

Turkey - Sudan Round Table Meeting - 2
“Multi Dimensional Sectoral and Financial Deepening” | 24 December 2015, İstanbul

Turkey - Sudan Round Table Meeting - 3
New Era in Turkey - Sudan Relations: "Capacity Building" | 13 April 2016, İstanbul

SPESIFIC ACTIVITIES
Conference on ‘The Past, Today and the Future of Africa and Its Relations with Turkey’
Conference on ‘Africa’s Importance and Relations with Turkey in the Future World’
Brain Storm on ‘The Turkish - African Relations’
RESULTS

INSTITUTES
TASAM African Institute (2005)

INSTITUTIONAL NETWORKS
**USTKIP | International Development and Cooperation Platform of NGOs (2008)

WEBSITES AND ARCHIVES
www.tasamafrika.org
www.ustkip.org
Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü (Refereed Journal)*
Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
ASIA

ACTIVITIES

INTERNATIONAL TURKISH - ASIAN CONGRESSES
( 2006 >> with Asian Countries and NGOs | 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 )

1st International Turkish-Asian Congress

2nd International Turkish-Asian Congress

3rd International Turkish-Asian Congress

4th International Turkish-Asian Congress
‘Regional Organizations, Institutionalization & Cooperation in Asia’ | 27-29 May 2009, Istanbul

5th International Turkish-Asian Congress
‘Building the Security in Asia and CICA’ | 03-05 June 2010, Istanbul

6th International Turkish-Asian Congress

7th International Turkish-Asian Congress | ‘Trans Pacific Partnership, Asia and Turkey’
( It was held on April 21 - 22nd 2016 in the Summit in Istanbul )

TURKEY - CHINA FORUMS ( 2012 >> with China and NGOs | 1 - 2 )

1st Turkey - China Forum | “New Era in Turkish-China Relations: >>” | 08-09 November 2012, Beijing - China
  Turkey - China Special Meeting 1 | “New Era in Turkish-China Relations: >>” | 31 August 2015, Istanbul
  Turkey - China Special Meeting 2 | “New Era in Turkish-China Relations: >>” | 30 October 2015, Istanbul

2nd Turkey - China Forum | “New Era in Turkish-China Relations: Opportunities>>” | 22-24 May 2017, Istanbul

TURKEY - IRAN FORUMS ( 2014 >> with Iran and NGOs | 1 - 2 - 3 )

1st Turkey - Iran (Van) Forum | “Turkey - Iran: Sectoral and Financial Deepening” | 23-25 October 2014, Van - Turkey

2nd Turkey - Iran (Tehran) Forum | “Opportunities for Sectoral and >>” | 26-27 December 2015, Tehran - Iran
3rd Turkey - Iran Forum | ‘Opportunities for the Trade Volume of 30/50 Billion Dollars’ | 25-26 April 2017, Van - Turkey

4th Turkey - Iran Forum | “New Economy Ecosystem and Strategic Sectors” | 05-06 November 2018, Tabriz - Iran

TOD-TR PEACE CIVILIZATION MEETING | “Think Tanks Dialogue of Turkey” | 07 April 2008 | Istanbul
TOD-TR (Think Tanks Dialogue of Turkey) Peace Civilization Visits | 10 April 2008 | Ankara

TASAM ANKARA | ASIAN MEETINGS (2006 >> with Diplomatic Missions | 1 - 2 - 3 - 4)

RESEARCH PROJECTS
Turkey - Korea Research Project 2017 | “With Incentive of Overseas Cultural >> 22 May 2017, Istanbul

TRIPLE INITIATIVE MEETINGS
Russia - Turkey - Qatar Trio Initiative Meeting - 1
"Strategy and Crisis Management” | 31 July 03 August 2017, Russia - Moscow

China - Turkey - Qatar Triple Initiative Meeting - 1
"Strategy and Crisis Management” | 27-31 August 2017, China - Pekin

China - Turkey - Qatar Triple Initiative Meeting - 2
"Strategy and Crisis Management” | 15-20 October 2017, China - Pekin

TRIPLE CONFERENCES
Turkey - Iran - Pakistan Conference 2018 | "Strategy and Crisis Management” | 13 February 2018, Istanbul
Pakistan - Turkey - Iran Conference 2019 | 18-19 July 2019, Karachi Pakistan

MUTUAL ROUND TABLE COUNTRY MEETINGS
Turkey - Iran Round Table Meeting - 1 | 12 November 2008, Istanbul
Turkey - Iran Round Table Meeting - 2 | 04 May 2009, Tehran - Iran
Turkey - Iran Round Table Meeting - 3 | 22 April 2010, Istanbul
Turkey - Iran Round Table Meeting - 4 | 17 January 2011, Tehran - Iran
Turkey - Iran Round Table Meeting - 5 | 09-10 February 2012, Istanbul
Turkey - Iran Round Table Meeting - 6 | 23-26 December 2012, Tehran - Iran
Turkey - Iran Round Table Meeting - 7 | 10 October 2013, Istanbul
Turkey - Iran Round Table Meeting - 8 | 07 February 2014, Istanbul
Turkey - Iran Round Table Meeting - 9 | 11-12 October 2014, Istanbul
Turkey - Iran Round Table Meeting - 10 | 12 February 2018, Istanbul
Turkey - Russia Round Table Meeting - 1 | 19 November 2008, Istanbul
Turkey - Russia Round Table Meeting - 2 | 18 May 2009, Moscow
Turkey - Russia Round Table Meeting - 3 | 22 April 2010, Istanbul
Turkey - Russia Round Table Meeting - 4 | 23-24 October 2013, Moscow
Turkey - Indonesia Round Table Meeting - 1 | 16 April 2011, Istanbul
Turkey - India Round Table Meeting - 1 | 21 Jan. 2014, New Delhi
Turkey - India Round Table Meeting - 2 | 06 May. 2018, Istanbul
Turkey - Pakistan Round Table Meeting - 1 | 11 November 2013, Istanbul
Turkey - Indonesia Round Table Meeting - 2 | 23 October 2015, Istanbul
Turkey - China Round Table Meeting - 1 | 23 October 2015, Istanbul
Turkey - Taiwan Round Table Meeting - 1 | 21 October 2016, Istanbul
Turkey - China Round Table Meeting - 2 | 05 November 2019, Istanbul
Turkey - India Round Table Meeting - 3 | 2019, New Delhi
Turkey - China Round Table Meeting - 3 | 29 November 2019, Istanbul
Turkey - China Round Table Meeting - 4 | 06 December 2019, Istanbul
Turkey - Pakistan Round Table Meeting - 3 | 06 February 2020, Istanbul
Turkey - China Round Table Meeting - 5 | 10 March 2020, Istanbul

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
Short Term Interactions Project for Central Asia and South Eastern Europe
Brain Storm on ‘Shanghai Cooperation Organization’
Conference on ‘The Turkish - Russian Relations’
Press Conference on ‘The Latest Developments in Pakistan and Kashmir’
Brain Storm on ‘Turkey - Far East’
India - Turkey; “High Cooperation High Security” Meeting | 05 July 2019, Istanbul
TASAM - China Working Group Meeting - 1 | 10 March 2020, Istanbul
RESULTS

INSTITUTES
TASAM Development and Cooperation Institute (2005)

INSTITUTIONAL NETWORKS
TOD - Turkey | Think Tanks Dialogue of Turkey (2008)

WEBSITES AND ARCHIEVES
www.tasamasya.org
www.todturkey.org
Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü (Refereed Journal)*
Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
EUROPE

ACTIVITIES

EUROPE - TURKEY FORUMS ( 2008 >> with European Countries and NGOs | 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 )

1st Europe - Turkey Forum | ‘Turkey and Europe Integration, EU - TR >>’ | 05-06 December 2008 | Sopot - Poland

2nd Europe - Turkey Forum | ‘European Integration and Turkey’ | 10-12 December 2009 | Mardin

3rd Europe - Turkey Forum | ‘Changing Roles of EU and Turkey in >>’ | 02-04 December 2010 | Berlin - Germany

4th Europe - Turkey Forum | ‘New Era of Turkey - EU Perspective, Transatlantic >>’ | 21-22 November 2013, Istanbul

5th Europe - Turkey Forum | ‘Turkey - EU Civil Diplomacy Building: Management of Capacity Building and >>’
 ( It was held on April 21 - 22nd 2016 in the Summit in Istanbul )

TASAM ANKARA | EUROPEAN MEETINGS ( 2010 >> with Diplomatic Missions | 1 - 2 - 3 )

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Conference of ‘The European Union and Enlargement Process’
Conference of ‘The Turkish - Greek Relations’
Short Term Interactions Project for Central Asia and South Eastern Europe
Workshops of ‘The Young Prospect on Turkey in the EU Process’ | 15 July 2007 | Istanbul
Brain Storm of ‘The Turkish - EU Relations’
Brain Storm of ‘The European Union’s Future’
Conference of “USA’s Mediterranean Policy and Its Impacts upon Turkey”
TASAM - University of Ljubljana in Slovenia Strategic Vision Development Program | 23-24 September 2013 , Istanbul
European Union Symposium | 02 February 2018, Istanbul

RESULTS

WEBSITES AND ARCHIVES

www.abbulteni.org
Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü ( Refereed Journal )* Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEANS | LAC

ACTIVITIES

TURKISH - LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN FORUM AND CONGRESSES
( 2009 >> with L.A.C. Countries and NGOs | 1 - 2 - 3 )

1st Turkish - L.A.C. Forum | ‘Socioeconomic Cooperation & Cultural Interaction’ | 08-11 October 2010 | Istanbul

2nd Turkish - L.A.C. Congress
‘Economic Integration, Cooperation and Development in L.A.C.’ | 22-25 September 2010 | Ankara

3rd Turkish - L.A.C. Congress
‘Strategical Cooperation and Los Turcos’ | ( It was held on April 21 - 22nd 2016 in the Summit in Istanbul )

TASAM ANKARA | LATIN AMERICA AND CARRIBEAN MEETINGS
( 2009 >> with Diplomatic Missions | 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 )

=================================

MUTUAL ROUND TABLE COUNTRY MEETINGS

Turkey - Brazil Round Table Meeting - 1 | 08-09 Marc 2012, Brazil
Turkey - Mexico Round Table Meeting - 1 | 23-24 June 2014, Mexico City

RESULTS

WEBSITES AND ARCHIVES
Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü ( Refereed Journal )*

Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
NORTH AMERICA

ACTIVITIES

TURKEY - USA FORUMS (2011 >> with NESA, American Official Think Tank | 1 - 2)

1st Turkey - USA Forum | ‘Turkey - USA Relations in the New Era: >>’ | 14-16 July 2011, Istanbul

2nd Turkey - USA Forum | ‘Turkey - U.S. Relations of the New Era: >>’ | 08-12 February 2016, Washington - USA

2nd Turkey - USA Forum Preparation Meeting | “New Era Turkey - U.S. >>” | 11 September 2015, Istanbul

TRIPLE INITIATIVE MEETINGS

USA - Turkey - Qatar Triple Initiative Meeting - 1 | 13-18 August 2017, Washington - USA

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Conference of ‘USA’s Iranian and Syrian Policies and Its Impacts upon Turkey’
‘TASAM - SAMS** Brain Storm 1 - *U.S. Army School of Advanced Military Studies | 04 April 2012, Istanbul
‘TASAM - SAMS** Brain Storm 2 - *U.S. Army School of Advanced Military Studies | 22 October 2012, Istanbul

RESULTS

Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü (Refereed Journal)*
Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
REGIONS

BALKANS

ACTIVITIES

INTERNATIONAL BALKAN CONGRESSES AND FORUMS
(2008 >> with Balkan Countries | 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8)

1st International Balkan Congress | ‘Interaction Among the Balkan Nations’ | 24-26 April 2008 | Tekirdag

2nd International Balkan Congress | ‘Socioeconomic Cooperation and >>’ | 24-26 April 2009 | Tekirdag

3rd International Balkan Congress
‘Role of CSOs and Think Tanks in Regional Cooperation in Balkans’ | 28 April - 01 May 2010 | Tekirdag

4th International Balkan Forum | ‘Cultural Diplomacy’ | 28-30 April 2011 | Edirne

5th International Balkan Forum | ‘Balkan Wars in 100th Anniversary’ | 26-27 April 2012 | Istanbul

6th International Balkan Forum
Multi-dimensional regional integration / Cooperation Vision 2023 | 01-03 May 2013, Edirne

7th International Balkan Forum
Sectorial and strategy Transformation in Balkans: Opportunities and Risks | 06-07 November 2014, Edirne

8th International Balkan Forum
‘Trade, Investment, Finance and Competition’ | (It was held on April 21 - 22nd 2016 in the Summit in Istanbul)

Balkan Communication Network Conferences
(2008 >> with NGOs of Balkan Countries | 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9)

TASAM ANKARA | Balkan Meetings (2010 >> With Diplomatic Missions | 1 - 2)
RESULTS
INSTITUTIONAL NETWORKS
Balkan Communication Network (2005)

WEBSITES AND ARCHIVES
www.balkancom.net
Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü (Refereed Journal)*
Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
MIDDLE EAST

ACTIVITIES

INTERNATIONAL MIDDLE EAST CONGRESSES (2010 >> with Middle Eastern Countries | 1 - 2 - 3 - 4)

1st International Middle East Congress | ‘Iraq’ | 10-12 November 2010, Hatay

2nd International Middle East Congress | ‘Change in the Middle East’ | 07-09 December 2011, Hatay

3rd International Middle East Congress | ‘Denominations and Ethnicity: >>’ | 07-08 May 2015, Hatay - Türkiye

4th International Middle East Congress | ‘Turkish - Arab Relations: Building Multidimensional Security’
( It was held on April 21-22nd 2016 in the Summit in Hatay )

Doha International Policies and Strategies Forum 2017
‘Strategic Vision of the Middle East Crises’ | 05-06 March 2017, Doha - Qatar
   Turkey - Qatar Strategic Cooperation Forum Preparation Meeting - 1 | 15 August 2016, İstanbul
   Turkey - Qatar Strategic Cooperation Forum Preparation Meeting - 2 | 18-19 October 2016, Qatar – Doha

Turkey - Gulf Defence and Security Forum 2017
‘Defence & Space Industry; Multiple Cooperation’ | 01 - 03 November 2017, Istanbul
   Turkey - Gulf Defence and Security Forum Preparation Meeting | 15-16 September 2017, Istanbul

Turkey - Gulf Defence and Security Forum 2018
‘Future of the Security in the Gulf’ | 07 - 09 November 2018, Istanbul
   Turkey - Gulf Defence and Security Forum Preparation Meeting | 10 September 2018, Hilton Bosphorus Otel / Istanbul

3rd Turkey - Gulf Defense And Security Forum
   3rd Turkey - Gulf Defense And Security Forum | Preparatory Meeting | 23-24 September 2019, Istanbul

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Panel on Development and Activating of the Palestinian Political System | 10-11 November 2017, İstanbul

Brain Storm on ‘Turkey’s Middle East Policy after the Cold War Era’
Conference on ‘Turkey’s Middle East Policy after the September 11’
Brain Storm on ‘Globalization, New World Order and Project of the Greater Middle East’
Conference on ‘The Greater Middle East, Modern Society and Democracy’
Symposium of ‘The Iraq’s Future’ | May 20, 2004 | İstanbul

Brain Storms on ‘The Karkuk Issue after the Iraqi War’ and ‘The Effects of the Current Developments in Iraq on Turkey’
Brain Storm on ‘The Greater Middle East Project and Iran’
Workshop on ‘Israel - Philistine Dispute’ | July 21, 2005 | Istanbul
Brain Storm on ‘The Israel - Philistine Dispute and Turkey’
Brain Storms on ‘The Turkish Middle East Policy and Syria’ and ‘The Turkish - Syrian Relations’
Triple Initiative Meetings ‘Strategy and Crisis Management’ | Russia - Turkey - Qatar | 30 July - 03 August 2017, Moscow
Panel on the Development and Activation of the Palestinian Political System | 10-11 November 2017, Istanbul
Arab Spring and Future Scenarios Seminar | “Have the Counterrevolutions Succeeded >>” | 20 February 2018, Istanbul

RESULTS

WEBSITES AND ARCHIVES
Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü (Refereed Journal)*
Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
BLACK SEA - CAUCASUS

ACTIVITIES

INTERNATIONAL BLACK SEA - CAUCASUS CONGRESSES
( 2015 >> with Black Sea - Caucasus Countries and NGOs | 1 )

1st International Black Sea - Caucasus Congress | ‘Cooperation and Security in Black Sea - Caucasus’
( It was held on April 21 - 22nd 2016 in the Summit in Istanbul )

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
Brain Storm on ‘The Turkish - Russian Relations’
Brain Storm on ‘The Turkish - Azerbaijan Relations’
“Regional Stability In The South Caucasus” Workshop | 20-22 March 2014, Istanbul

RESULTS

WEBSITES AND ARCHIVES
Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü (Refereed Journal)*
Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
MEDITERRANEAN

ACTIVITIES

INTERNATIONAL MEDITERRANEAN CONGRESSES (2015 >> with Mediterranean Countries and NGOs | 1)

1st International Mediterranean Congress | ‘Energy and Multidimensional Security’
   (It was held on April 21 - 22nd 2016 in the Summit in Istanbul)

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Seminar of ‘Security, Preventing Conflicts and the EU’s Role in the Eastern Mediterranean’
Conference of ‘EU’s Mediterranean Policy and Its Impacts upon Turkey’

RESULTS

Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü (Refereed Journal)
Books
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
IDENTITY FIELDS

TURKIC WORLD

ACTIVITIES

WORLD TURKIC FORUM

(2010 >> with Turkic World)

1st World Turkic Forum | ‘Turkic Council, Turkic Diaspora and Socioeconomic’ | 20-22 October 2010, Istanbul
1st World Turkic Forum Preparation Meetings (1 - 2)

2nd World Turkic Forum | ‘Turkic Diaspora and the Turkic World Vision 2023’ | 03-05 April 2013, Istanbul

3rd World Turkic Forum | ‘Turkic Republics; Cultural Diplomacy and Tourism’ ‘Turkish and Armenian Diasporas; Public Diplomacy: Opportunities and Risks’ | 28-30 May 2014, Edirne - Turkey


5th World Turkic Forum | ‘Strategic Communication: Reference Values, Institutions, | 01-03 June 2016, Istanbul

World Turkic Forum Wise Persons Board Meetings (2013 >> | 1 - 2 - 3 - 4)

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Symposium of ‘Investment Opportunities in the Turkish ‘Republics
Conference of ‘Historical Origins of Ethnic Approach’
Conference of ‘Union Forming Strategies’
Brain Storm on ‘Turkey - Turkish Republics Relations’
Brain Storm on ‘Turkey - Center Asian Turkish Republics Relations’
RESULTS

INSTITUTIONAL NETWORKS

WTF | World Turkic Forum (2010)


WEBSITES AND ARCHIVES

www.dunyaturkforumu.org

Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü (Refereed Journal)*
Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
ISLAMIC WORLD

ACTIVITIES

Congress of Education in Islamic Countries (with Islamic Countries)
24-27 October 2007, Istanbul

Congress of Vocational and Technical Education in Islamic Countries (with Islamic Countries)
18-20 June 2009, Istanbul

WORLD ISLAMIC FORUM

Think Tanks Forum of Islamic Countries (2010 >> with Islamic Countries)

1st Think Tanks Forum of Islamic Countries | ‘Civilization of Peace and Cooperation’ | 28-30 January 2010, Istanbul

2nd Think Tanks Forum of Islamic Countries | ‘Public Diplomacy’ | 30-31 March 2011, Istanbul

3rd Think Tanks Forum of Islamic Countries
‘Change and Transformation in the Islamic Countries’ | 02-03 March 2012, Baku - Azerbaijan

4th Think Tanks Forum of Islamic Countries
Economic Integration in the Islamic Countries: Opportunities & Threats | 26-27 March 2013, Cairo - Egypt

5th Think Tanks Forum of Islamic Countries
‘Unity in Diversity: The Source of Power’ | 21-22 February 2014, Bagdad - Iraq

5th Think Tanks Forum of Islamic Countries Preparation Meeting (1 - 2)

6th Think Tanks Forum of Islamic Countries
‘Building Multi-Dimensional Security in Islamic Countries’ | 06-08 March 2015, Islamabad - Pakistan

7th World Islamic Forum | “Strategic Communication: Reference Values, >>” | 24-25 May 2016, Yazd - Iran

8th World Islamic Forum | “Spiritual Authority and Integration in Theory and Practice” | 01-03 March 2018, Istanbul

WISE | WORLD MUSLIM WOMEN SUMMIT AND EXHIBITION

    WISE 2016 Preparation Meeting 1 | 19 January 2016, Istanbul
    WISE 2016 National Council Meeting 1 | 08 February 2016, Istanbul
    WISE 2016 Organization Committee Meeting 1 | 03 March 2016, Istanbul
    WISE 2016 Organization Committee Meeting 2 | 09 April 2016, Istanbul
    WISE 2016 Organization Committee Meeting 3 | 18 June 2016, Istanbul
    WISE 2016 Organization Committee Meeting 4 | 14 July 2016, Istanbul
WISE 2018 | “One Woman - One World | Politics for Building Power and Justice” | 01-03 March 2018, Istanbul
WISE 2017 National Council Meeting 1 | 26 September 2017, Istanbul
WISE 2017 National Council Meeting 2 | 07 October 2017, Istanbul
WISE 2017 National Council Meeting 3 | 18 October 2017, Istanbul

=================================================================

POWER | WORLD MUSLIM YOUTH SUMMIT AND EXHIBITION

POWER 2017 | ‘Muslim Youth Strategy; for Power and Justice Building’ | 07-09 April 2017 Khartoum - Sudan
POWER 2017 Preparation Meeting 1 | 12 January 2017, Istanbul
POWER 2017 National Council Meeting 1 | 08 February 2017, Istanbul
POWER 2017 Preparation Meeting 2 | 15 March 2017, Istanbul
POWER 2017 National Council Meeting 2 | “16 March 2017, Istanbul
POWER 2017 National Council Meeting 3 | 25 May 2017, Istanbul

POWER 2018 | “Society 5.0 and Youth” | 01-03 March 2018, Istanbul
POWER 2018 National Council Meeting 1 | 7 June 2017, Istanbul

=================================================================

ISTTP ( Islamic Countries Think Tanks Platform ) Commission Meetings ( 2012 >> | 1 )
Eminent Persons Group (EPG) of the World Islamic Forum Meetings ( 2012 >> | 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 )

=================================================================

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
Brain Storm on ‘Turkey - Islamic Countries Relations’
RESULTS

INSTITUTES
TASAM Institute of Islamic Countries (2007)

INSTITUTIONAL NETWORKS
ISTTP | Think Tanks Platform of the Islamic Countries (2010)
World Islamic Forum (2015)

WEBSITES AND ARCHIVES
www.tasamislam.org
www.isttp.org
www.worldislamicforum.org
Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü (Refereed Journal)*
Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements
* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
TURKEY

ACTIVITIES

TASAM ANKARA MEETINGS (Multi-dimensional Turkish Foreign Policy | 2008 >> | 1 - 2 - 3 - >>> - 17 - 18 - 19)

TURKISH BANKING SYSTEM - VISION 2023 CONGRESS | 25-26 June 2008, Istanbul

YOUNG TURKEY SUMMIT 2013 | “Target 2023: Leader Country Young Turkey” | 17-19 May 2013, Istanbul, Turkey

‘MIGRATION IN TURKEY’ CONFERENCE | 21-22 April 2016, Istanbul

MARINE AND MARITIME SECURITY FORUMS

Marine and Maritime Security Forum 2019
‘New Maritime Security Ecosystem’ | 11-12 April 2019, Girne

ISTANBUL SECURITY CONFERENCES

Istanbul Security Conference 2015 | ‘UN at 70 and Global Governance’ | 03-05 December 2015, Istanbul
  Change in State Nature Workshop 1 | ‘Expectation Management and Security’
  G-20 Turkey 2015 Workshop 1 | ‘Power and Justice Building for Global Prosperity’
  Climate Modification Technology Workshop 1 | ‘Atmospheric Manipulation; Opportunities and Threats’
  Energy Security Workshop 1 | ‘Turkey’s Nuclear Power Program 2030’
  Turkish - Arab Relations Workshop 1 | ‘Multidimensional Security Building’
  International Al-Quds Workshop 1 | ‘Arab Peace Initiative and Perspectives for Permanent Peace’

Istanbul Security Conference 2016
Changing Nature of State: Borders of Security’ | 03 November 2016, Istanbul
  National Mega Defense Project Workshop | 03 January 2016, Istanbul
  Istanbul Security Conference 2016 Preparation Meeting | 03 January 2016, Istanbul

Istanbul Security Conference 2017 | New Security Ecosystem and Multilateral Cost | 01-03 November 2017, Istanbul

  Istanbul Security Conference 2018, Advisory Board Meeting | 24 April 2018, Istanbul


================================================================
The National Defence and Security Institute - Wise Persons Board Meetings | (2015 >> 1 – 2)
National Defense and Security Institute Consultative Workshop | (2016 >> 1)

=================================================================

ISTANBUL ECONOMICS CONVERSATIONS

Istanbul Economics Conversations - 1 | 26 Nisan 2018, İstanbul
Istanbul Economics Conversations - 2 | 02 October 2018, Istanbul
Istanbul Economics Conversations - 3 | 30 January 2019, Istanbul
Istanbul Economics Conversations - 4 | 24 October 2019, Istanbul

=================================================================

‘ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN EDUCATION’ WORKSHOPS

Artificial Intelligence in Education Workshop - 1 | 04 September 2018
Artificial Intelligence in Education Workshop - 2 | 16 January 2019
Artificial Intelligence in Education Workshop - 3 | 08 February 2019, Istanbul
Artificial Intelligence in Education Workshop - 4 | 22 March 2019
Artificial Intelligence in Education Workshop - 5 | 25 April 2019
Artificial Intelligence in Education Workshop - 6 | 13 June 2019

=================================================================

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

TASAM Ankara Public Diplomacy Activities 1 | Seminar of Social Security System and Reform in Turkey
TASAM World Leaders Conferences 1 | Former President of Ghana John Agyekum KUFUOR | 11 October 2012, İstanbul
Conference of ‘Developments in Turkey’s Economy and Problems’
Conference of ‘New Dimensions of Security, NATO and Turkey’
Conference of ‘Ethnic Politics and Terror in Turkey’
Conference on ‘Historical Origins of Ethnic Approach’
Conference of ‘Hydrogen Energy and Turkey’
Brain Storm on ‘Turkey’s Expansions’
Workshop on ‘NGOs in the Development Aids and Capacity Building’
Workshop on ‘Economic Cooperation and Development Aids’
Workshop on ‘The Role of Media in the Operations of Development Aids and Its Contributions ... ’
Symposium of ‘Broadcasting Policies and Impacts of Globalization and Media on the Culture’
Conference of ‘Is it a Clash of Civilizations or an Alliance?’
Conference of ‘Scientific Research and Writing Techniques’
“Future of Turkish Defense Industry” Workshop | “Strategy Report for Sustainability and Powerful Export” | 15 October 2015, Ankara
Presidential Referendum Workshop | “Actors, Campaigns and Strategies” | 11 March 2017, Istanbul
Institutional Governance of Tasawwuf Life in Ottoman Empire Symposium | 01 March 2018, Istanbul
‘Linkages For Peace’ Seminar | ‘Connectivity-Road to Peace’ | 05 May 2018, Istanbul
Artificial Intelligence Conference | DeepCon’18 | “Turkey as a artificial intelligence” | 05-06 October 2018, Ankara
WNU Short Course on “The World Nuclear Industry Today” | 24-26 April 2019, Istanbul
Space Ecosystem and Security Workshop - 1 | “New Economy And Security Architecture Of Space” | 07 November 2019, Istanbul
Turkey Faith Diplomacy Program | “International Comparative Capacity Building” | 12 March 2020, Istanbul

RESULTS

INSTITUTES
Political Communication Institute of TASAM (2007)
The Environment and Brand City Institute (2012)
Energy Water and Food Institute (2015)

INSTITUTIONAL NETWORKS
TRNTP | Turkey’s Nuclear Technology Platform (2006)

WEBSITES AND ARCHIEVES
www.tasam.org
svo.tasam.org
www.kamudiplomasisi.org
www.siyasaliletisim.org
www.environmentandurbaninstitute.org
www.energywaterandfoodins.org
www.nationaldefenceandsecurity.org
www.trntp.org
www.istanbulsecurityconference.org
www.stratejikongoru.org
svo.tasam.org

Concluding Declarations
Strategic Reports*
Articles
Comments
Stratejik Öngörü (Refereed Journal)*
Books*
Research Projects
Special Reports and Documents*
Cooperation Agreements

* Covered under TASAM PUBLICATIONS
TASAM PUBLICATIONS

BOOKS

01 ) The Middle East After the Iraqi War (January 2004)
02 ) Turkey and the Greater Middle East (March 2004)
03 ) Globalization and Turkey in the Integration Process to the European Union (June 2004)
04 ) War In the Gardens of Babylon: The Middle East After the Iraqi War (June 2004)
06 ) Investment Opportunities in the Turkish Republics (December 2004)
07 ) The EU and Capitalism (January 2005)
08 ) The Loyal Nation: Armenians (April 2005)
09 ) The Turkish-Russian Economic Relations (May 2005)
10 ) Foreign Policy of States (May 2005)
11 ) Syriacs in Turkey (July 2005)
12 ) Environment in the EU Process (July 2005)
14 ) The Future’s Super Power: China (October 2005)
15 ) European Security and Defense Policy (October 2005)
16 ) Africa in the New Century (November 2005)
17 ) Ombudsman: A Model for New Management (December 2005)
18 ) The United States’ Global Strategies in 21st Century (February 2006)
19 ) 1st International Turkish - African Congress: The Raising Africa and Turkey (February 2006)
20 ) The Ottoman-Africa Relations (April 2006)
22 ) Energy and Development in Turkey (May 2006)
23 ) Contemporary Turkey-Russia Relations (June 2006)
24 ) Strategic Researches for Russia -1 (July 2006)
25 ) The Center Asia after Soviet (July 2006)
26 ) 1st International Turkish - Asian Congress: Turkey and Asia Asian Countries: Political and Economic Relations (September 2006)
27 ) The Importance of Nuclear Energy for Sustainable Development (September 2006)
28 ) What’s for Turkey, Middle East and Eurasia? (January 2007)
29 ) The Media Adventure of Turkey-EU Relations (January 2007)
30) Reformation in Bessar Esad's Syria (January 2007)
31) NGOs in the Development Aids and Capacity Building (April 2007)
32) Iran on the Chessboard: Nuclear Program (April 2007)
33) 2nd International Turkish - African Congress: Sub-Saharan African Countries-Turkey Relations (September 2007)
34) Strategies for Political Communication (October 2007)
35) 2nd International Turkish - Asian Congress: Economic Cooperation and Development (May 2008)
36) 3rd International Turkish - African Congress: Turkey - African Union (November 2008)
37) International Balkan Congress - (TR - EN April 2009)
38) Congress of Education in the Islamic Countries (TR - June 2009)
39) Congress of Education in the Islamic Countries - (EN - FR - AR June 2009)
40) Communication of Politics (TR - June 2009)
41) Extreme Right and Democracy (TR - June 2009)
42) Turkish and African Civil Society Organizations - (TR - July 2009)
43) Strategic Researches for Russia - 2 (TR - September 2009)
44) Regional Organizations in Africa (TR - EN November 2009)
45) Turkish - Bulgarian Relations, Past and Present (March 2010)
46) The Serbo-Croat Relations in Yugoslavia (March 2010)
47) Great Powers and Afrika (TR - March 2010)
48) 2nd International Balkan Congress (TR - EN April 2010)
49) 3rd International Balkan Congress (TR - EN September 2010)
50) 4th International Turkish - Asian Congress: Regional Institutionalization and Cooperation in Asia (TR - EN May 2010)
51) The Role of Civil Society and Think Tank in Development of Turkish - African Relations (TR - EN December 2010)
52) State Building and Security in Iraq after the American Occupation (TR - EN December 2011)
53) From Competition to The Future Security Dimension of Turkey - Iran Relations (January 2012)
54) Public Diplomacy (January 2012)
55) World Turkic Forum, Turkic Council, Turkic Diaspora and Socio-Economic Cooperation (TR - EN January 2012)
56) Building Security in Asia and CICA (TR - EN - January 2012)
57) China - India - Russia, Security and Strategic Cooperation in Asia (EN - January 2012)
58) Public Diplomacy in the OIC Countries (EN - February 2012)
59) Cultural Diplomacy ‘Creating the Culture of Co-Existence in the Balkans’ (EN - April 2012)
60) Foreign Policy Strategies in the Global System, From Classical Diplomacy to Geopolitical Diplomacy (June 2012)
61) Religious Excessives and Ethnic Peace in the Balkans (June 2012)
62) Vocational and Technical Education in OIC Countries (TR - EN - October 2013)
63) Balkan Wars in 100th Anniversary | 100. Yılında Balkan Savaşları (TR - EN - April 2013)
64) Change in the Middle East and North Africa (EN - October 2013)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Konu</th>
<th>Dil</th>
<th>Tarih</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Bir Büyükelçinin Düşünce Dünyası</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>October 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Reflections of a Turkish Ambassador</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>October 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Proje Finanmanı Kapsamında Proje Bankacılığı ve Türkiye Üzerine Öneriler</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>October 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Turkish-Balkans Relations ‘The Future Prospects of Cultural Political and Economic Transformations’</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>October 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Dönüşüm Süreindeki Sahra Alti Afrika - Kalkınma, Güvenlik ve Ortaklık</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>October 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Türkiye Merkezli Jeopolitik Analizler</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>November 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Devlet Adamlığı Bilimi</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>November 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Türk Diasporası ve Türk Dünüyası Vizyon</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>April 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Asya Birliği? Asian Union?</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>September 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Atatürk Dönemi ve Sonrası Türk – Afgan İlişkiler</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>September 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Balkanlarda Çok Boyutlu Entegrasyon</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>September 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Bölgesel veya Azınlık Dilli Avrupa Şarti</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>September 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Devlet Adamlığı Bilimi</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>September 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Transatlantik Ticaret ve Yatırım Ortaklığı: Avrupa Birliği ve Türkiye</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>September 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Türkiye Merkezli Jeopolitik Analizler</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>September 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Balkanlarda Çok Boyutlu Entegrasyon</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>July 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Transatlantik Ticaret ve Yatırım Ortaklığı: Avrupa Birliği ve Türkiye</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>July 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Mezhepler Etnisite ve Çatışma Çözümü</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>January 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Küresel Yönetim, Güvenlik ve Aktörler: 70. Yılında BM</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>April 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Building Multi-Dimensional Security in the Islamic Countries</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>January 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Afrika Birliği ve Entegrasyon Süreci</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>January 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Türk Dünyası “Stratejik İletişim: Referans Değerler, Kurumlar, Kişiler”</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>January 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Milli Birlik ve İktisat “Ahilik, Asabiyet ve Sosyal Sermaye”</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>January 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Türk-Arap İlişkileri: Çok Boyutlu Güvenlik İnşası</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>February 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Transpasifik Ortaklığı, Asya Ülkeleri ve Türkiye</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>February 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Güvenliğin Sınırları</td>
<td>Borders of Security</td>
<td>TR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Afrika Birliği ve Entegrasyon Süreci</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>January 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Karadeniz ve Kafkaslar: Riskler ve Fırsatlar, Ekonomi, Enerji ve Güvenlik</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>January 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Milli Birlik ve İktisat, Ahilik, Asabiyet ve Sosyal Sermaye (e-book)</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>February 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Türk-Arap İlişkileri: Çok Boyutlu Güvenlik İnşası (e-book)</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>February 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Transpasifik Ortaklığı Asya Ülkeleri ve Türkiye (e-book)</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>February 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Akdeniz'de Fırsatlar; Ekonomi, Enerji ve Güvenlik (e-book)</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>February 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
99) Yeni Güvenlik Ekosistemi ve Çok Taraflı Bedeli (TR - November 2018)
100) Milliyetçilik, Din ve Petrol Üçgeninde Körfez Ülkeleri (e-book)
101) Muslim Youth Strategy: Power and Justice Building (e-book)

REFEREED JOURNAL (STRATEGIC FORESIGHT)

04) Year 2, Vol. 4, “Center Country Turkey: Regional and Global Developments” (2005)
05) Year 2, Vol. 5, “Turkish Foreign Policy in Change” (2005)
06) Year 2, Vol. 6, “Near Zone Turkish Foreign Policy” (2005)
07) Year 2, Vol. 7, “Global Terror and Turkey” (2005)
13) Year 6, Vol. 13 (2009)

STRATEGIC REPORTS AND DOCUMENTS

01) Turkish Asian Center for Strategic Studies Vision Document (TR - 2004)
02) Turkish Asian Center for Strategic Studies Vision Document (EN - 2004)
03) Cybernetic Terrorism (2004)
04) Investment Opportunities In the Turkish Republics (December 2004)
05) Report of Geopolitical Research on the EU and the Caspian Region (February 2005)
06) Report on Africa (February 2005)
07) Armenian Diaspora and Turkey-Russia Relations (April 2005)
08) The EU Intelligence Agencies (April 2005)
44) 'Strategic Vision 2023 of Turkey' Document - 2nd Prototype Print (September 2009)
45) Final Report of The Think Tanks Forum of The Islamic Countries (February 2010)
47) Guide to Understanding the Constitutional Amendment Package (TR - August 2010)
48) New Era Turkey - U.S. Relations; Opportunities and Risks (TR - July 2011)
49) Turkey and Brazil: New Powers in a Transforming Global Order? (TR/EN - May 2012)
50) Afrika Ülke Raporları 1 | Benin Cumhuriyeti (İzzettin Artokça, August 2012)
51) Afrika Ülke Raporları 2 | Togo Cumhuriyeti (İzzettin Artokça, August 2012)
52) Afrika Ülke Raporları 3 | Gana Cumhuriyeti (İzzettin Artokça, September 2012)
53) Proje Finansmanı Kapsamında Proje Bankacılığı ve Türkiye Üzerine Öneriler Araştırma Raporu (January 2013)
54) Finans, Bankacılık ve Kalkınma 2023 | Sektörel, Bölgesel Fırsatlar ve Riskler 2023 Toplantı Raporu (January 2013)
55) İşgalin 10. Yılında Irak | ABD’nin Çekilmesi Sonrası Irak’ın Dâhili ve Harici Siyaseti (Tuğçe Öztürk, April 2013)
56) 8. Uluslararası Türk - Afrika Kongresi | Akra Deklarasyonu (May 2013)
57) USTKİP Komisyonları Ortak Toplantısı | Akra Deklarasyonu (May 2013)
58) Orta Doğu’dan Durziler (İzzettin Artokça, June 2013)
59) Yemen (Mustafa Aydintepe - İzzettin Artokça, June 2013)
60) Kipler (İzzettin Artokça, June 2013)
61) Eş Şebap Terör Örgütü | Somali (İzzettin Artokça, June 2013)
62) “Mesleki Eğitimin Ulusa - Uluslar arası Rekabete Açılıması ve Sertifikasyon” ile Mesleki İş Gücü Dolaşımı (Kertibilite)” Akademik Araştırma Projeleri (06 June 2013)
63) “Opening Up Vocational Education into National – International Competition & Certification” and “Mobility of Vocational Labor (Convertibility)” Academical Research Projects (06 June 2013)
64) Afrika Ülke Raporları 4 | Liberya Cumhuriyeti (İzzettin Artokça, July 2013)
65) Yeni Savaşların Gizli Yüzü: Özel Askeri Şirketler (Assoc Prof. Filiz Çulha Zabcı, Temmuz 2013)
66) 5th Think Tanks Forum of the Islamic Countries | Bagdad Declaration (22 February 2014)
67) 9th International Turkish - African Congress | Final Declaration (25 April 2014)
68) The Armenian Question 1945 - 1965 (Christopher Gunn, Coastal Carolina University, 26 May 2014)
69) 3rd World Turkic Forum | Edirne Declaration (30 May 2014)
70) Strategic Studies in Developing Countries (Büyükçeli [E] Aydın Nurhan, November 2014)
71) Uluslararası Hoca Ahmet Yesevi Türk - Kazak Üniversitesine Örneği (Recep Cengiz, December 2014)
72) Türkiye için Yeni bir Seçim Sistemi Önerisi: “İki Turlu İki Listeli Seçim Sistemi” (Kübra Toksarı, April 2015)
73) 21. Yüzyılın Stratejik Vizyonu Kamu Diplomasisi (Prof. Dr. Abdullah ÖZKAN, May 2015)
74) 1st Turkey - Iran Van Forum | Van Declaration (25 October 2014)
75) 7th International Balkan Forum | Edirne Declaration (07 November 2014)
76) 6th Think Tanks Forum of the Islamic Countries | Islamabad Declaration (08 March 2015)
77) 4th World Turkic Forum | Istanbul Declaration (25 April 2015)
78) 3rd International Middle East Congress | Hatay Call Declaration (25 April 2015)
79) “Türkiye Savunma Sanayiinin Geleceği” Sürdürülebilirlik ve Güçlü İhracat için Strateji Raporu
    (Ret. Brigadier Dr. Oktay Bingöl - Dr. Ali Bilgin Varlık, October 2015)
81) TSV 2023 | Development of Civilization - Turkey Vision International Congress | Istanbul Declaration (06 November 2015)
82) 10th International Turkish - African Congress | Dakar Declaration (21 November 2015)
83) Istanbul Security Conference 2015 | Istanbul Declaration (05 December 2015)
84) 2nd Turkey - Iran Forum | Tahran Declaration (27 December 2015)
85) CIVIL GLOBAL 2016 | Global Civil Diplomacy Summit | Istanbul Declaration (22 April 2016)
86) CIVIL GLOBAL 2016 | Migration in Turkey Conference | Istanbul Declaration (22 April 2016)
87) CIVIL GLOBAL 2016 | 8th International Balkan Forum | Istanbul Declaration (22 April 2016)
88) CIVIL GLOBAL 2016 | 1st International Mediterranean Congress | Istanbul Declaration (22 April 2016)
89) CIVIL GLOBAL 2016 | 1st International Black Sea - Caucasus Congress | Istanbul Declaration (22 April 2016)
90) CIVIL GLOBAL 2016 | 3rd Turkey - Latin America and Caribbean Congress | Istanbul Declaration (22 April 2016)
91) CIVIL GLOBAL 2016 | 7th International Turkish - Asian Congress | Istanbul Declaration (22 April 2016)
92) CIVIL GLOBAL 2016 | 2nd Turkish - African NGOs and Thinking Forum | Istanbul Declaration (22 April 2016)
93) CIVIL GLOBAL 2016 | 5th Turkey - Europe Forumu | Istanbul Declaration (22 April 2016)
94) 4th International Middle East Congress | Hatay Declaration (29 April 2016)
95) 7th World Islamic Forum | Yazd Declaration (25 May 2016)
96) 5th World Turkic Forum | Istanbul Declaration (03 June 2016)
97) World Muslim Women Summit and Exhibition | WISE 2016 | Kuala Lumpur Declaration (25 September 2016)
98) International Ahi and Ahi Order Congress | Istanbul Declaration (25 September 2016)
99) Istanbul Security Conference 2016 | TASAM Declaration (04 November 2016)
101) World Muslim Youth Summit and Exhibition | POWER 2017 | Hartum Declaration (09 April 2017)
102) 3rd Turkey - Iran Forum | Van Declaration (26 April 2017)
103) 2nd Turkey - China Forum | Istanbul Report (22 May 2017)
105) European Union Symposium | Summary Report (02 February 2018)
106) Turkey - Iran - Pakistan Conference - 1 | Final Report (13 February 2018)
107) Institutional Governance of Tasawwuf Life in Ottoman Empire Symposium | Final Report (01 March 2018)
108) World Muslim Youth Summit and Exhibition | POWER 2018 | Istanbul Declaration (03 March 2018)
109) 8th World Islamic Forum | Istanbul Declaration (03 March 2018)
110) World Muslim Women Summit and Exhibition | WISE 2018 | Istanbul Declaration (03 March 2018)
111) Istanbul Economics Conversations - 1 | Final Report (26 April 2018)
112) Artificial Intelligence in Education Workshop - 1 | Final Report (04 September 2018)
113) Istanbul Economics Conversations - 2 | Final Report (02 October 2018)
114) Istanbul Security Conference 2018 | Istanbul Declaration (09 November 2018)
AWARDS

TASAM “STRATEGIC VISION” AWARDS

1st TASAM “Strategic Vision” Awards Presentation Ceremony | 12.12.2006, Istanbul - Turkey
2nd TASAM “Strategic Vision” Awards Presentation Ceremony | 04.12.2007, Istanbul - Turkey
3rd TASAM “Strategic Vision” Awards Presentation Ceremony | 25.11.2008, Istanbul - Turkey
4th TASAM “Strategic Vision” Awards Presentation Ceremony | 11.11.2009, Istanbul - Turkey
5th TASAM “Strategic Vision” Awards Presentation Ceremony | 16.11.2010, Istanbul - Turkey
6th TASAM “Strategic Vision” Awards Presentation Ceremony | 29.11.2011, Istanbul - Turkey
7th TASAM “Strategic Vision” Awards Presentation Ceremony | 13.02.2013, Istanbul - Turkey
8th TASAM “Strategic Vision” Awards Presentation Ceremony | 11.03.2014, Istanbul - Turkey
9th TASAM “Strategic Vision” Awards Presentation Ceremony | 20.04.2016, Istanbul - Turkey
10th TASAM “Strategic Vision” Awards Presentation Ceremony | 02.11.2017, Istanbul - Turkey
11th TASAM “Strategic Vision” Awards Presentation Ceremony | 08.11.2018, Istanbul - Turkey
12th TASAM “Strategic Vision” Awards Presentation Ceremony | 07.11.2019, Istanbul – Turkey

TURKIC WORLD “RED APPLE” AWARDS

1st Turkic World Red Apple Awards Presentation Ceremony | 29 May 2014, Edirne - Turkey
2nd Turkic World Red Apple Awards Presentation Ceremony | 24 April 2015, Istanbul - Turkey
3rd Turkic World Red Apple Awards Presentation Ceremony | 01 June 2016, Istanbul – Turkey

ISLAMIC WORLD “ISTANBUL” AWARDS

1st Islamic World “Istanbul Awards” Presentation Ceremony | 07 March 2015, Islamabad - Pakistan
2nd Islamic World “Istanbul Awards” Presentation Ceremony | 23 September 2016, Kuala Lumpur - Malezya
3rd Islamic World “Istanbul Awards” Presentation Ceremony | 01 March 2018 Istanbul - Turkey
ACTIVITY PLAN 2020

‘TURKEY’S STRATEGIC VISION 2023’ AND ‘TURKEY 2053’ PROJECTS ACTIVITIES

MACRO FRAME ACTIVITIES

STRATEGIC LOCOMOTIVE SECTORS ACTIVITIES

DEVELOPMENT of VALUES; ‘DEVELOPMENT OF CIVILIZATION - TURKEY VISION’ ACTIVITIES
( Reference Values, Institutions and Persons | Turkey )

WISE PERSONS BOARD MEETINGS ( 9th and Onward )

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CIVIL GLOBAL | GLOBAL CIVIL DIPLOMACY BUILDING ACTIVITIES
( Turkey and World Countries )

TASAM ANKARA | ASIAN MEETINGS ( 5th and Onward )
( Ankara | Asian Diplomatic Missions )

TASAM ANKARA | AFRICAN MEETINGS ( 11th and Onward )
( Ankara | with African Diplomatic Missions )

TASAM ANKARA | EUROPEAN MEETINGS ( 4th and Onward )
( Ankara | With European Diplomatic Missions )

TASAM ANKARA | BALKAN MEETINGS ( 3rd and Onward )
( Ankara | With Balkan Diplomatic Missions )

TASAM ANKARA | LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEAN MEETINGS ( 6th and Onward )
( Ankara | With L.A.C. Diplomatic Missions )

ROUND TABLE MEETINGS WITH AFRICAN COUNTRIES
Egypt ( 2 )

ROUND TABLE MEETINGS WITH ASIAN COUNTRIES
Russia ( 5 )

ROUND TABLE MEETINGS WITH LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN COUNTRIES
Brazil ( 2 ) - Mexico ( 2 )
2020 ACTIVITIES

- BRAINS2 IN TURKEY | Artificial Intelligence Program
  “International Comparative Vision, Strategy, Ecosystem And >>” | 06 February 2020, Istanbul

- Turkey - Pakistan Round Table Meeting - 3 | 06 February 2020, Istanbul

- TASAM - China Working Group Meeting - 1 | 10 March 2020, Istanbul

- Turkey Faith Diplomacy Program | International Comparative Capacity Building
  12 March 2020, Istanbul

  2nd Marine and Maritime Security Forum 2020 | “Building Future from Atlantic to Indian Ocean”
  ( 09 - 10 April 2020 | Chateau Lamboussa Hotel, Girne, TRNC )

6th Istanbul Security Conference (2020)
“Security Institutions Of The Future And Strategic Transformation; Army, Police, Gendarmerie, Intelligence, Diplomacy And Socio-Economy” | 05-06 November 2020, Istanbul

4th Turkey - Gulf Defence and Security Forum | 05-06 November 2020, Istanbul

3rd Turkey - Africa Defence, Security | 05-06 November 2020, Istanbul

“New World Regulation” Special Workshop | 05 November 2020, Istanbul

CIVIL GLOBAL 2019 SUMMIT
“Future’s Global Ecosystem and Turkey” | 2020, Istanbul

8th International Turkish - Asian Congress
“Future’s Asia and Turkey” | 2020, Istanbul

11th International Turkish - African Congress
“Future’s Africa and Turkey” | 2020, Istanbul

6th Turkey - Europe Forum
“Future’s Europe and Turkey” | 2020, Istanbul

4th Turkey - Latin America and Caribbean Congress
“Future’s Latin America and Turkey” | 2020, Istanbul

5th International Middle East Congress
“Future’s Middle East and Turkey” | 2020, Istanbul

9th International Balkan Forum
“Future’s Balkans and Turkey” | 2020, Istanbul

10th Balkan Communication Network Conference | 2020, Istanbul

2nd International Black Sea - Caucasus Congress
“Future’s Caucasus - Black Sea and Turkey” | 2020, Istanbul

2nd International Mediterranean Congress
“Future’s Mediterranean and Turkey” | 2020, Istanbul

Sectorial Diplomacy Workshops

Turkey - India Round Table Meeting - 3 | 2020, New Delhi - India

6th WORLD TURKIC FORUM | “Future’s Euroasia, Turkic World and Diasporas” | 2020, Istanbul
World Turkic Forum - Wise Persons Board Meeting - 5 | 2020, Istanbul

4th Turkic World Red Apple Awards | 2020, Istanbul

3rd Turkey - USA Forum | “New Era Turkey-USA Relations: Opportunities and Risks” | 2020

3rd Turkey - China Forum | 2020

Turkey - Iran - Pakistan Conference 2020 | 2020

STRATEGIC DIALOGUE PROGRAMS' STUDIES

STRATEGIC VISION DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK PROGRAM STUDIES

Topic - Country - Region - Sector Based Other Studies

Books
Strategic Reports
Refereed Journals
Articles
Research Projects
Web Sites
Daily Commentaries
Special Projects
Preparation Meetings
Special Meetings
Workshops